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Mechanism of Veneer Formation 
at the Cellular Level 
LAWRENCE LENEY 
Ch2.pter I 
I NTRODUCTION 
This rCS(:lfch was undcrtakcn to answcr some of the fundamenoi qu~dons 
concerning wh:I! occurs at (he edge of a veneer knife. The study hlS purposely 
he<cn broad in scope to develop a general concept of the cutring actinn in an-
ticipation that the findi ngs m:ly Icad co furthe r research in this arC:l. 
Problem 
Considcr:tbk progress has been made in applying l scientific lppro:u:h to 
the m:l.nUfaCluTC of wood produns. With this progress hlS come the re:tliz;llion 
thaI Ihere is :l hck of b,Sic knowledge in man)' areas. T h.:: cuning of wood is 
one such a~;l. 
&cause wood is easy to (01, there has b..:cn an understandable Ilek of in-
centive 10 [<::1m what occurs at Ihe edge of the cuning 1001. In this TcsfX'Cl wooxI 
has been slow to receive {he technological scrutiny given to metals. Thc varia· 
bility of wood st ructure and its anisotropic ch~rac[CriS[ics have und<.:rst:l.Ilciably 
discouragcd basic rcse:'l.fch of the cu tting acrion. 
SevenJ fundamental studies of wood cutt ing in recem years have emphasi~ed 
the need for fu rther research of what happens in wood during the cucring pro· 
cess. K nowledge of how wood is separated by :I. cucring c:dge on the cclJubr 
level an give us a bcuer understanding of cutting methods. 
Purpos~ 
The purpose of rhis stud)" was to invcsrig:lfe how a knife p<.:netr~te~ wood 
and to determine what mechanical action o<curs. The major objectives werc to 
measure forces acting between the kni fe and rhe w(lod and to observe the de· 
format ion of rhe wood structure during the cutting process. 
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$cope 
To keep the study wiehin reasonable limits only cutting in the veneer direc-
tion was considered. Fig. 1 illustrates this veneer or OrthOgOflll cutting with l 
straight cutting edge aligned parallel to the grain of the wood and moving in a 
direction perpendicular to the grain. 
The two primary approaches to the problem wefe : (1) Me:lsurement of the 
major force components acting between the knife and the wood. (2) Study of 
the deformation of the cell structure by observation through a microscope and 
by analysis of motion piCtures taken through the microscope during the cutting 
operation .• 
The two force components measured were: (1 ) The parallel force acting 
p:1clllcl to the direCtion of motion of the cuning edge. (2) The normal fom act-
ing perpendicular to the cutting plane. These components and the resultant 
rorce exerted by the knife are illuStrated in Fig. 2. 
A major part of the work was concentrated on the relationship of cutting 
geometry to chip formation. The variables concerned wece species, chip (veneer) 
thickness, cutting angle and clearance angle. Study was also made of knife sharp-
ness, friction of the chip on the knife face, and chip thickness variation. Ob-
servations "II:ere made to determine the type of cell fai lure at the cutting edge 
and the my in which the wood failed in the formation of cutting defects. 
A noseoo.r was nOt used in the study concerned with force measurement and 
basic cutting action, but ms introduced in later phases of the work to determine 
the part it played in relief of Stresses at the knife edge. 
The strength properties of the wood samples were not tested. It is not 
logical co correlate strength values obtained by l test even approaching standard, 
with cutting mechlnics which change as the knife passes from one ring to an-
orher or from one part of the ring co another. If strength values arc to be com-
plred with cutting foro~s micro testing methods similar to thos~ described by 
KlON (1) should be employed. 
Preliminary experiments showed that when cutting in th~ veneer direction 
th~ variability of the wood Structure could be ~xpectcd to produc~ consid~rable 
variation in the datl . Diff~rences within the ring and differences between rings 
crelte l probl~m of analysis. This ceselcch WlS noc designed to analyze the varia-
bility to l high d~gree of accuracy. This would detract from the main objective 
of devdoping an over-all conCept of th~ action which takes place at the edge of 
a v~neer knife. A more us~fullpp[olch at this time seemed to be to cover l 
fairly wide scope to point the way for further reselrch, nther than d~ ... ell on the 
determination of fine points of variation which cannot be controlled by experi-
mentll techniques. 
· h 2I).minU!t motion p:C"tu<e based on 'his study is ..... Hable on 10,"" from Visual £duQ.tion D<pan:menf.23 
)...., H11l, Univeni<y of Missouri. Columbi •. Mo. for a mai ling >nd main"",. fee of $1.00. 
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Fig. l-Onhogonal cutting of wood veneer. t-=~ 
KNIFE 
-F n 
WORKPIECE 
Fig. 2-The cUlring force R as resolved inro rhe components Fn and Fo which were 
measured in this study. When the component Fn acts toward the workpiece if is con-
sidered positive. In this study F. is negative in most cases. F. is always considered 
positive. 
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Need for Snndardin rion 
Chapte r II 
NOMENCLAT URE 
Scand:trdizadon is ~ ill the nomencb.ture used (0 designate the p:tn5 of 
a cutting tool. A common set of terms to designate cuning ~ges, angles, and 
surfaces will aid basic cutting research by simplifying publiotion and preventing 
confusion in (he exchange of ideas. 
The ven~( knife and phncr knife on be considered fO represent cuning 
in its simplelit form, {he single cutting edge. The Saw, stuper knife, :.Ind wood 
bit have more edges. angles, and surnces, but anyone nlgc is InsiCoJlly the same 
as {he cuning edge of the veneer ,M planer knives. If this blSic cuuing edge 
and il$ rdated surfaces can firs! be defined, the definition of the rdationshi p 
among the several edges, angles, and surfaces will more easily follow. 
T he following definitions and notltions concerning cuning geometry are an 
attempt to utilize the works of orhers and yet introduce additions or changes 
where it is beliC'o'ed desi rable. ~ 
Cutting Geometry and Notarion 
Figs. 1,2. >. and.( illustrate the geometry o f the knife edge for the follow-
ing notations. 
a Cutdng angle. primary; (rake angle, primary) 
a' Cutting angle, secondary; (rake angle, secondary) 
P Sharpness angle 
P' Grinding angle 
'I Clearance angle, primary 
'I' Clearance angle, s«ondary 
WI Honing angle, face 
wt. Honing angle, h1ck 
W Width of CUt 
t , Depth of CUt in orthogonal cutting. Theoreriol chip (veneer) thickness 
as established by the machine sett ing. 
t. Thickness of chip: measured chip thickness after cut. 
K " Knife Angle" 15 known to the veneer cutter. 90" plus rhe clearance 
angle. 
F, Parallcl force (cutt ing force): measured force component acting parallel 
to the direction o f motion of the cutting edge. 
F. Normal force (thrust force): measured force component acting perpen-
dicular to cutting plane and to Fp• 
R Resultant cutting force of the {"Q.·O measured force components F.:and F •. 
• 
> 
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Definitions 
Chip; IJtnter: As there is no essential d ifference bec'II.'een the planer knife and 
the veneer knife, the more basic term chip will be used interchangeably with 
the term veneer to mean Ihc part of the wood that is sep:uaced from the work-
piece in a single cut. 
Fact: The side of the knife on which the surface deflects the chip away 
from the workpiece. Also used to design:ltc the principii surface on the face side 
of the knife. (It should be noced that the cerm "face" and "back" of the knife 
arc reversed from chat familiar to some. The usage here is in agreement with 
most funda mental studies of cutdng.) 
&ck: The opposite: side of the knife from the (:.lee:. Also used co designate 
the: principal surface on the back of the knife. 
~L: A surface, rather than an angle, produced at an angle ro the principal 
surface or .another bevel. 
Ground bevel: The bevel surface ground at an angle to the principal surface 
on one side of the knife (usually the back) to produce a cuning edge by inter-
section with a surface on the opposire side of the knife (usually the face). 
Faa ground btvtl: A ground bevel produced on the face side of the knife. 
Back ground bevel: A ground bevel produced on the back side of the knife. 
Horud btvtl: A small bevel honed on one or both sides of the knife ar such 
an angle as to produce a new cutting edge :H a less acute angi<:. 
Front and back btvtl: Abbreviation for the from honed bevel and the back 
honed bevel as produced at the cutting edge on the from and/or back sides of 
the knife. 
Cutting pJam: The plane of travel of the knife as it proceeds in the cut. 
Cut sur/au: The surface on the workpiece, produced by the cutting edge as 
a result of the cutting action. 
CUlling tdgt: Theoretically, the incersection of a back plane with a face 
plane, usually the back bevel and the face bevel. Under the microscope, a newly 
sharpened cutting edge is an incersection of grooves and ridges to produce a saw-
toothed edge. This thinking will be examined in greater detail in the discussion 
of knife sh:upness effects on cutting action. 
Fact 1)/1Ifnttr (hip; light shU 1)/lltfl«T: The surface of the chip produced by 
the preceding CUt. 
Back o/lItrmr chip; Il)()u sidt O/llffl«T: The surface of the chip produced by 
the present cur and which is in concact wirh the knife as the chip is deflected 
and moves across the knife. 
OrlIMgonai CUlling: A term originated by Merchant (18) to define the condi-
tion where a straight cutting edge is perpendicular ro the direction of relative 
motion of the cutting tool (knife) and the workpiece, and generateS a new plane 
surface parallel to the plane surface produced by the previous cut. This is es-
sentially a two dimensional cutring syStem. 
Chapter III 
REVIEW OF LITER ATU RE 
Meal Cutting 
Much of the stimulus for this research comes from work which has been 
done on the cutting o f melals. MOlion pictures for studying chip fo rmation and 
techniques for mCllSuring force vectors in orthogonal cutting were usro in meaJs 
before such work was SUtled with wood. 
Ernesl and M2ttellori (,, 6) determined the type of chips formcd in metal 
cutting using a mOlion pic ture CII meta to record rhe deformation as observed 
through a microscope. T hey showed the shearing aCtion involved in the me· 
chanism of chip formation and described the three huic types of chips formed 
under di fferent conditions. 
Piispannen (23) and Ernes t and Merchant (7) independemly formulated a 
thcory of formation of the cont inuous chip based on the shnr movement of in· 
nnitesimally thin lamellas of the menl at (he edge of (he tool. The basic me· 
chanics of chip format ion for the three chip types were developed by Merchant 
(18) and Field and Merchant (8) and Merchant and Zlatin (20). 
W ood Machining 
N umerous studies have been made of the genenl performance of wood· 
working machines. Some o f these have measured the power requi rements for 
certain machine conditions. Fewer have measured the forces on the rool or work· 
piece d irectly, or have studied the denils of chip formation . 
Barkas ft aI. (1) assembled information on underlying principles of wood· 
working up to 193~ and pointed OUt (he need fo r basic studies on the cuning 
action. 
Lubkin (14) made a thorough analysis of the literature on circular sawing. 
H is report included essentially all rhe basic studies of cutt ing which had been 
done before 19~7. In view of this, only tho$e references which had a p:Ut in the 
planning or analysis o f this study will be mentioned here. For the mOSt part 
this encompasses only the rese2rch papers which dal wi th the direct masure-· 
ment of forces by usc of a workpiece or tool dynamometer, or which have con· 
tributed to technique in (he Study of chip formation. 
K ivimaa (11) did an extensive study to measure the dynamic fo rce veCtors 
parallel to and perpendicular to the CUtting circle using a rotating cutter hC1id in 
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conjunction with II. workpiece dynamometer. Three directions of grilin were CUt, 
including the veneer di rection, to determine the effect of the following varUblcs: 
chip thickness, specific gravity, moisture: Content, tc:mpenrure, knife :lngle, knife 
slurpncss, :md species of wood, 
Pahlitzsch (22) measured the main cutting force panlJd to the cutting 
circle by mClns of a strain g1ge torque-meter fixed to the shaft of II. rotary 
planer head. By using slip rings to conduct the smin gage bridge output to 10 
oscillograph, he was able to study the effecc of the following vari2.hles on the 
cutting fo rce: knife angle. knife sharpness, cutting width, cutting vdociry, depch 
of CUt, chip thickness. fatc of feed, :lnd species of wood. 
Walker (27) used a "whirling urn" of special design to feed a workpiecc 
block of wood at a chosen nue into a stationary cutting blade in a too! dynamo-
meter. The normal and parallel force components, F" and Fp , were measur«i for 
8C"cch and Syamorc. The cffect of variation of cutring velocity was dctermined 
when using cutting angles of U and 30 degrees. 
Fnnz (10) measured the force components Fa and Fp using a tool dylUrtlO-
meter with an orthogonal cutting method as applied in metal cutting rcsearch. 
This basic work detcrmined for wood the type of informltion thar Ernst and 
Merchlnt (7) lnd ErnSt and Martelloti (6) found for men!. Franz, using motion 
picrurcs to record chip fomution, described three types of chips simibr to those 
found in metal cutting. H e concluded, ho,,'c,·cr, thar the mechan ism of chip 
forrmtion in wood was different from that in menl and developed a theory of a 
possible mechanism. 
Nlbmura (21) used the orthogonal cutting method simibr to that of Franz 
to me:l.5ure cutting forces on a number of wood specics. The woods were cur in 
both the radial and trlOSversc pbncs for VlIrious angles of the knife md depth o f 
cut. The knife holder and dynlmometer were blsed on a tension lnd tof'lue 
principle which was '1uite d ifferent from the cantilever principle used by Franz. 
The pendulum dynamometer fi rst used by Reineke (24) has llso been em-
ployed by McKcnzie (16) lnd Chardin (2) to mC\lsure the force energy rCCjuired 
to make a CUt with a single saw tooth. McKenzic describes the dynamometer of 
the Division of Fort'St Products, Melbourne, as having a mans of mc:nuring rhc 
radial force (Fa) during the CUt. 
Vencer Cutting 
From the literature av:ailable it appears that no study hlS bttn made of the 
forces involved in thc cutting of veneer. Kivimaa (11) measured the cutting 
forces in the veneer direction but used relatively snull cutting lnglcs as is com· 
mon in machining ; 1-0 the results arc not entirely representative of veneer cutting 
conditions, 
McMillin ( 17) observed thc checking frequency, dep th of checks, variation 
of veneer thickness, and surfacc quality of 0.12' inch thick veneer CUt on a snull 
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scale using a milling machine 1~ l fn-d device. The effects of both tempcrJturc: 
and nosebar opening were determined. The Strength in tcnsion :mci comprl'llsion 
perpendicular to the gl'lin and rolling sh{'ar were tested fnr the four wood tem-
peratures used. The mechanics of veneer form~tion were discussed with rcspc:.'ct 
to the basic types of venl~r, which ""'''Iillin ddinl'S. Thc d:\l~ indiCatC that the 
thickness of the veneer increased in the proC('Ss of cutring. \X'ith a machine 
Sl:tting of 0.125 inch thickness. a \'enl'(,'r of 0.128 inch or larger .... as producC'd 
when the noseb1t pressure ~'as zero. As die nosebar pressure W;lS incrcasc.-d step-
wise from zero to l ~ percent of the veneer thickness. the depth of the venttr 
checks decreasC'd and the frC'<jucncy of the check~ incrcased. The pmern of de· 
crease in check dcpth and increase in fre<juenc), :ll so hcld whcn the cuning 
tempctllture was incrClSt-d from 80 to 200° r. Results of thc strength tests lre 
said to show that the strength is reduced more f':lpidly in tension than in com-
pression as the tempcrature is increased. However. the cu(\'(.'5 sho"" relati\'dr 
little difference in the case of birch. 
Yoskresenskij (26) developed a mathematical :l.nalysis of the forces e:.:pectoo 
in veneer cutting. with the objenive of showing the nosebar pressure and fric-
tional force necessary to prevent tension 6 i1ure in the wood at the edge of the 
knife. The nosebar illustr.lted wa; different from Ihat being uS<."d in this country. 
Lutz (15) has studied the dfcct of orienrntion of the wood structure on the 
smoothness of the veneer cur. He shows thar ~ smoorher cur can be m!lde if it 
passes from springwood to summcrwood at the ringlinc. 
MOSt Studies in venttt cutring have been concerned with trying vlriOUS 
combinations of the knife angles, nO$Cbar sening. l nd condition of Ihe wood. 
Fleischer (9) inili:llly inspired intcrest in thi; rcsClfch. E:.:cellcm closeup photo. 
gtllphy of vcnttr cutting in his work ShOWl-d rhe change in form:lliun of \'cncn 
checks with ch!lnge of noseb~r pressure. This indicHca Ih~ nC<.:d for work !If a 
higher magnification to determine the mtchanism involved in (orm~tion of the 
veneer at the edge of the knife. 
Chapter IV 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
Cutting Method 
A smlll tlble model milling mlchine. with ldded bracing for the support 
um, W:lS used to fed l block of wood 19ainst l Stltiona.ry knife a.s shown in 
Figs. 5 and 6. A heavy aluminum knife holder wa.s da.mped to the support arm. 
The knife m.s d:unped to the lower face of the holder. By loosening the support 
a.rrn the knife holder could be rotated into position to give the desired cuning 
a.ngle. A polmer fixed to the support arm rotated with the knife holder to show 
the angle by its position with respect ro the stationary graduated arc behind it. 
The accuraey of the angle was checked with a vernier scale universal bevel pro· 
cracror. A level bubble WlS anaehed co the lrm of the procractor so it could be 
used to detennine the rehtive angle of all surfaces involved in the rutting opera· 
[Jon. 
T he desirlbility of hlving :t. heavier milling m:lchine is recogniled. How-
ever. for the relatively low level of forces involved, tem with dial micrometers 
showed less than 1 percent possible error in chip thickness due to movement of 
the machine. The weakest point was the deflection of the support arm. The ad-
di tionll brace reduced such movement to a negligible amount. 
The micrometer feed screws were tested and found accurate. They proved 
convenient in obtlining the desired depth of CUt (ehip thickness) and for mos-
uring the vertia;] and horizontal opening of the nosebu. 
The lutomatic va riable feed speed of the milling machine simplified the 
scning of a desinble rue-of·travel for moving the sample block against the 
knife. After tests of observational l nd motion picture methods, a convenient 1Tll' 
chine speed of 2.H inches pef minute WlS chosen as the cutting velocity for 
this study_ In l few cases when tlking motion pictures at the higher magnifica-
tions, a cutting velocity of 1.27 inches per minute was used. 
Fig. 68 shows In expetimentll nosebar in place in the ad justable nosehar 
holder. The noseincs being small , ones of various design could be mlde and in-
stalled with li ttle difficulty and ac minimum expense. 
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Fig. ~-A, General view of milling m2ehine 2nd equipmenr showing the srerroscopk 
microscope in pbce. B, Close·up of dyn2mOmeter with a sample block in place 
" 
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Fig. 6-A, Close-up of knife and block in position for the CUt. B, Experimcnnl nose-
1m. 
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Measurement of Forces 
Dynamometer Design 
Shaw (2') discusses several approaches to the design of dynamometers for 
the measurement of cutting fotces. r-hny of these have the tool attached to the 
transducer. As the compact tool dynamometers are essentially moment measur-
ing devices the force mUSt always be applied at precisely the same point to pre-
vent changes in the moment arm. This limits the Aexibility of tool adjustment. 
As easy adjustment of the knife was desirable, a work piece dynamometer was 
considered beSt for the work intended. A thr~·dimensional dynamometer de-
scribed by Shaw (2' ) was redesigned to measure rhe smaller forces encountered 
in wood cutting. As shown in Fig. ~B, it consists of a steel baseplate and an 
aluminum TOp plate separHed by four octagonal test rings, one of which is 
shown in Fig. 7A. Strain gages T-2 and C-2 measure the force Fp and gages T-l 
and C-l measure force Fo. The rings are oriented between the plates as shown 
by the top plan view in Fig. 7B. Rings Band D have their axes aligned pwl1el 
to the x axis, while rings A and C have their axes aligned with the y axis. For 
force in the x direction, Fo, rings A and C arc measuring rings while rings B 
and D act as stiffeners. For force in the Y direction, rings Band D arc measur-
ing rings while A and C act as stiffeners. (This direction was not used in this 
study.) All four rings are active in measuring the vertical force in the z direc-
don, Fo. 
If we designate gage T·1 of ring A as AT-I and so forth, the bridge circuit 
design for Fo in the z direction and Fp in the x direction is as shown in Fig. 8. 
This distribution of the gages in the btidges makes the transducer independent 
of the point of application of the load provided all gages have matched char-
acteristics.' 
The natural frequency of the dynamometer was c~lculated to be a little over 
200 cps in the x direction and approximately twice this in the 2 direction. The 
design gave satisfactory stiffness, as the top plate move.:lless than 0 .000' inch in 
the z direCtion and approximately 0.001 inch in the x direction for a 2~.pound 
load. 
The disadvantage of this dynamometer design is that it is temperature sensi-
rive. Thermal expansion or contraction of the tOp plate changes the balance of 
the bridge by distorting the [est rings. As such changes are undesirable during a 
test, it is beSt if the room is maintained at conStant temperature, free of rapid 
air changes around the test ~rea. 
'When ,,,,,cd fo: ,he uea in "'Nch ,he cu, "'os mode, II<> "",uuf"1ble error..,... found wi,h difi"ertno:e in point 
of .pp~<:I.tion of lotd. 
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Fig. 7-0cngond stn.in rings used in constructing the dynam.ometer. A, Position of 
5[111in 81SCs on the OCtagonal ring. B, Top view of dynamometer showing orient2tion 
of rings. 
z 
2500 rv 
x 
2500 tV 
Fig. 8- Design of bridge circuits (or thee me~suremen[ of the force components: Z, 
Cireui! fQr melsuring F,. X, Cireu,! for masuring F." 
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Recorder 
T he OUtputs of the dynamometer bridge circuits were amplified and simul-
I;;lneously recorded on a Sanborn modd 60 two-pen recorder such th~t the graphs 
WCfe matched records of forces Fn and Fp. This system supplies a 2500 cycle ex-
citation voltage to the bridge circuit of the transducer. The record is IIlldc on a 
variable speed-chart by l hot wire stylus attached to the galvanometer. Once the 
system is balanced and o.libutcd with a known weigh! on rhe dynamometer 
this calibl':l.tion em be checked at an)' time b)· an internal cdibration resistance. 
A sepante marker stylus at the side of [he chart will muk events by manual 
or remme control switching T his marker ow also be used as a cimcr by mark-
ing the edge of the cbarr at one-second intervals. The latter was used to check 
the chan speed. 
C1oIibratioo of Dyoamomerer 
The dyn~mometer was calibrated by applying a series of known weights 
while recording the lood on the chan of the recorder. To calibrate for Fn. weights 
were added at intervals directly on the top of the dynamometer. To determine 
F p. a thin flexible wire cable wa~ 1ttached to a block held in the vise in the 
center of the tOp dynamometer plate. The cable was extended horilonully and 
passed over a low friction pulley, as shown in Fig. 9. By careful orientation of 
the o.ble, a series of v,-eights applied to the end were rr.msmicred to the dynamo· 
meter as a horizontal force patallel to the direction of F p' 
The calibration curves in Fig. 10 show The linear calibr1cion of Fn and Fp 
with chan readings. 
When the force F. acts on the block at a disunce above the test rings, 
there is a moment which tends [0 rotate Ihe top plate. This increases the lood 
F. on twO of the rings and decreases the load on the opposite pair. Any dis-
Q l"aXUU: CAlLI ~ 
_. / "-
• 
LON nn::,.IO" '0Jl.U!~ ->- / 
, 
D..........o" t .. U 
Fig. 9-Method of loading the dynamometer 10 calibtace for F •. ><UGIITt 
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Fig. lO-Calib~l ioll curves for dynamomclcr. 
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crcpancy in the ITUltching of the IWO setS of rings will show up as an error in the 
fOfce F •. For the dyna.momercr used in this study there W1lS a ncglltivc error of 
I pound for the force F. at an Fp of 70 pounds. At F. of 3' pounds this error of 
F. w;lS reduced to less than 0.2 pound. Muimum IOlds were in the vicinity of 
3' pounds so correction was considered unnecessary. 
Obscrvarional lod Photognphic Techn iq ues 
During CUtS the acdon of the knife was observed through a Stereoscopic 
microscope attached [0 the suPPOrt arm of the mill ing machin e (Fig. 'A). 
Magni6ations of 9X and 27 X were used with satisfactory results. To facilitate 
observuions. the cross stttion of the test block was first surfaced using a sliding 
microtome. This made possible the observ:nion of individual cells with con· 
sider:a.ble clarif)o·. In this surfacing procedure. c:lre w'" t:a.ken to pn::vent chmge of 
the parallel condition of the twO cross section surfaces on the t~"St block. 
Motion Piau,., Methods 
Fig. t 1 shows the set·up used in taking motion pictures of the cutting ac· 
rion. A Cine Kodak Speci:a.l and a Bell and Howell 70DA wcre used ~t different 
times in the study. The Cine Kodak Special had the advantage of a built-in re-
Rex findcr. The Bell and Ho~'ell rC<juired :a. reflex finder attachment. The reflex 
finder was essential to the work. 
The srereoSl"opic microscope 'O.·as replaced br a monocular microscope fasten-
ed to th~ SUppllrt arm. The microscope madc no COntaCt with the camer~; the 
light was excluded by ~ li,2ht trap common Iv used in phommicro,2raphy. The lens 
was rhus suspended separate from the camera vibration. This had some advan-
tlIge in reducing movement of the image. 
A 4S-mm. or 32-mm. mkrotessar objective \V\lS used wi thout ocular lenses. 
An e~'epiece aperture WlIS inserted in the microscope tube to prevent the passage 
o f light which was reflected off the interior. 
A film speed of 64 frames per second was employed for most tests. 
The films used were 16 mm .. black and white. reversal safety film of the 
designation Eastman Tri-X and Cine·Kodak Super-XX. A good (xposeure '.lias 
obtained with Tri·X film , a C2mera speed of 64 frames per second. and a 48 mm. 
tessae at an iris d iaphf'.lgm opening of fill to fl22 , depending upon whether 
one or two lights were used. This allo'O.·ed a rC2sonable depth of field, which is 
needed in this photogr:a.phy. 
LIGHTING: 
The block and knife were lighted by :a. concentrated beam from a small 
American Optical Company Universal microscope illuminator which can be 
seen ae right in Fig. 5B. This light has a transformer for varying the in tensity. 
By concentration of a small light SOUIce, a high intensity was obtained without 
o ther partS of (he equipment being subjected to excessive he:a.t. The small size 
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Fig. ll-$c:t.up for r::oking motion pictures of the CUlling acrion. 
allowed considerable flexibility in positioning the bmp for bcst lighting. Two 
such lights, one on either side of the microscope, eliminated shadows when (he 
nosehar was in use. 
K nives 
The knives used were commercial hand phne irons 0.086 inch thick, with 
a lon-inch long cutting edge. Since lhey were purchased as a lot, it was assumed 
that their characteristics were dose enough for the purpose of the smd)·. A Sled 
analysis was not obtained since it would shed little light on the rest resuhs. A 
hardness tCSt was made and found to be between 60 and 61 Rockwell C. This 
is at the upper range of h:udneS5 for veneer knives. 
A heavy hold-down plate was clamped on top of the knife to keep it firmly 
in place and give it the tigidity of a heavy blade. A knife Ys inch thick was used 
for noschar tests. 
Sharpening Methods 
A small surface grinder with a coobnr system was used to grind an edge 
with an :angle of one degree less than the final sharpness angle. The fin:al Sharp. 
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Fig. ll- Sh1rpcning jig used to hone the final edge on the knives. 
ness angle was then put on by h:md honing, using the shlrpncss jlg in Fig. 12. 
T he Stones used for this operllcion were:l. Norton Crystolon (silicon cubicle) 
combination stone JB.S and a hard Arkansas Swne. 
The first step was to produce a fine finish on the nee of the knife. The 
surface of the &cc: wu S[and::udi:zcd at :zpproximatdy 5 m;croinches RMS" to 
minimize frictional differences betwtcn knives. To produce a polished surfu-e it 
is desirable to crisscross the scruches of the finer grit with those produced by 
t~ C<»CSC'f grit. The scratches on the nee resulting from such crisscrossing werC' 
not neccsmily perpendicular to the ed~ but were within 30Q of the pcrpendicu. 
],,-
After the lice finish was completed, a back bevel was em.blished using the 
fine side of the crystolon stone. Then a final edge was produced on the Arbnsas 
stone, finishing with aiternate honing on the front and back, a few strokes at a 
time, until the wire edge Iud ~n completely removed, leaving a firm continu-
ous edge. During the honing of the face, great eare was taken to keep the sur-
face flat to the stone so a face bevel angle would not be produced. The: angle: of 
the back bevel was established in the: jig by using a universal bevel ptoU";1ctor 
to measure the angle between the: knife: and the: StOne. 
T he progress of the sharpening was controlled by periOdic examination of 
the knife under a stereoscopic microscope at 27 X magnificarion. 
ClassifitaJion of Sharpnm 
There is no established method for determining the sharpness of:1 knife 
edge. Endersby (4) mentions that the sharpeni ng of a cutting edge W:1S con-
sidered satisfaCtory if it would cur hair on the back of the hand and showed no 
nicking of the edge and no conringuous scratching of the bevels when examined 
at a magnifica.tion of 90 X. Franz (10) and Kivimu (11) relied on microscopic 
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eX:lminarion to determine the condi!ion of the edge. Commercial operators some-
times use rhe thumbnail or pad of the thumb to determine sharpness by the 
ea.se with which rhe knife catches the surface to snn a CUt. Another mClhod uses 
the eutting of paper as an indicator. All these methods have one thing in com-
mon. They attempt to tCSt the very edge of the knife and minimize the effect 
of the wedging action of the sharpness angle. 
For comparison of the sh1fpness of the knives used in the sharpness series 
a teSt WllS devised to judge the sharpncss of the extreme edge while minimizing 
Ihe wedging effect. This rest measured the force required to rupt\lrc a thin strip 
of plasdc 0.2~ inch wide and O.OO~ inch thick. The strip was suspended across 
a slot in a block as shown in Fig. B it . The strip was fastened in place with a 
measured amount of looseness so that Ihe snip was depressed at the time of 
cutting. Fig. I~B shows how the block was fastened in the dynamometer and 
the knife edge applied to the middle of the strip with a constantly incte:l.sing 
forCe in the venical direction until the strip ruptured. The force r<:<juired to 
rupture the strip wu dependent upon a combined effect of the reduction of the 
cross secrion 2fea of {he strip due to the penetration of the cutting edge into 
the plastic, and to the stress concentra!ion on the center of the strip at the CUt-
ting edge. Both of the:o;e factors arc an indication of the sharpness. 
This test is Still in a devc:lopmental stage but it was of help in subsrantiat-
ing the condusions reached in the sharpness tCSt series. 
The Cjw.liry of the edge was also determined by examination at a magnifica. 
tion of 27 X as previously stated. There 2fe three: main directions for viewing 
the cutting edge under magnification to determine the sharpness. These are list-
ed below. 
L Sectional view, with rhe line of sight p:lt-allel to the cutting edge as in 
Figs. ~ and 6A where the sharpness angle appears as -an acute angle -and the edge 
appears as the apex of the angle. The edge may be a sh~rp point, rounded, or 
irregular, depending upon the degree: of sharpness (11, 22). 
2. Plane view, with the line of sight perpendicular to the edge anJ general-
ly perpendicular to the knife planes. In this view the edge nnges from a stnight 
Hne (which can be erroneously interpreted as being sharp) to a S1W lOoth or 
irregular jagged silhouette (4). 
~. Edge view. with the line of sight perpendicular to the edge and approach. 
ing par-allel to the plane bisecting the sharpness angle. This view when are-
fully lighted 3ppears as a line, the width of which is indiative of the sharpness. 
Methods 2 and 3 can be used without special preparation of the knife (4. 
to, II ). In method I the knife mUSt be sectioned at the point of interest (22). 
This requires special techniques. 
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PLASTIC STRIP 
A 
Fig. 13-A, Relationship of the knife edge ro the plasdc strip in testing sharpnes 
B, Setoup for tc:sting knife: Sharpness by use of the plastic strip. 
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Establishmntt of Zero Clearance A ngle 
In spite of the ore raken in sharpening the knives, it was difficult to estab· 
lish an exact sharpness angle in the honing process. This created a problem in 
the determination of a true zero clearance angle. Because :a negative clearance !u.s 
a pronounced effect on the force FD , it WlS necessary to elimin:lte possible error 
by determining:a true zerO dorance. With the recorder set:at highest sensitivity, 
the force FD was measured while making 0.OO2·inch CUtS in a paraffin bloclc. The 
cutting angle w:as increued stepwise until a definite neg:ative c10rance WlS 
shown by a high positive force Fn. The cutting angle WlS thcn reduced five 
minutes :at a time until there was zero force when the knife was returned over 
the CUt sur&ce without changing the machine setting. This angle W;l$ checked 
by decreasing the cutting angle 30 minutes and again incteasing it five minutes 
at :l time until the force F .. increased rapidly indicl[ing the beginning of neg:a-
tive dearance. In this w:ay the zero darance angle is believed to be accurate 
within five minutes. 
When at zero de:arance, the cutting angle wu mosured as described pre-
viously and the sharpness llngle was ealculated. 
W ood S:amples 
The woods tested were sugar pine, Pinus iambtrliana Doug!.: cottonwood, 
POp"JIJ rklroitks B:aru. ; and silver maple, Au,. saaharinum L The sugar pine is 
represenTltive of a soft coniferous structure. T he cottonwood represents the 
hardwood Structure with a change from soh springwood to more dense summer-
wood. Silver maple, being typically diffuse porous, had a minimum of change 
within the ring. 
The cottonwood w:as obtained in the form of a thick slab CUt parallel to the 
b:ark. The b:ark was peeled and the slab CUt into sections approxim:ately 1<1 inches 
long; e2ch m:arked to show its relative position. In cutting the sections, the 
crosscut was made accurately perpendicular to the grain to establish an index 
surf:ace. This sur&ce was then positioned ag:ainst a miter square and the section 
was ripped into strips l ~ inches wide (Fig. I<1A). These: pieces were then tum· 
ed on their side and ripped paraJlc:l to the cllmbium sur&ce to produce strips 
14 inches longitudinally, 1l,4 inches udilllly, llnd 1 ~ inches tangentially. On II 
smaller phnner SllW, blocks 1 or Y.r inch along the grain were cut from these 
strips as needed to make up a matched test series. 
As previously mentioned., when observations wete made to determine the 
cutting aerion, the transverse &ce of the block Wll5 surf:aced in the microtome. 
This produced slight va.ri:ations bet'1,:een blocks fOf the dimension parallc:l ro the 
grain. As this dimension was the width of cut, it was measured to the nearest 
0.001 inch at the time of testing with :a dilll micrometer. The necessary correc· 
tions were made in the data so ali fotces were scated on the bllsis of a 1.000 
inch width of cut. 
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Fig. 14-A, Method of culcing lesC samples from sbbwood. B, Slmple blocks and 
holder. 
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T he block Wti clamped in a s:l.mple holder for cutting ( Fig. 14B) :l.nd then 
pbced in the vise which was built into the dyn:lmomeler (Fig. 58 ). 
As a satisfactory slab of silver maple was not obtainable at rhcc time samples 
were prepared. :I. stf:light gf:lirlcd 2-inch thick gra:n board was chosen to march 
the condi lions of the cottonwood slab. This boo rd was then CUt as described 
above to produce blocks with a minimum of gf:l in devi:Hion. The sugar pine 
S2mple blocks ';I."(Cre CUI in the same way from dry lumber OO{aincd from :I. com-
mercial source. A I-inch board w:lS Glrdully chosen for straighmcss of grain and 
fr«ness from any possible drying defects . How the boord was dried was nor 
known, but from Glreful microscopic examination thercc was no evidence of wlXxI 
failute due 10 drying. 
The samples 10 be tesled green were submerged in water and stored in :l 
rcfrigef:l{or. Some microorg:.tnism 1ctivit)· was cvident so all the other slmple 
wood was c2!efull y dried to Jess Ih1n 20 percent moisture content. In laler tests 
where green materi11 w:.ts needed (hese air dried umples were re';l.·et b)· apply-
ing a v:lCUum to rcmoV(C {hc air and rcpbce it with distilled WlItcr. The sarur:ued 
blocks then were allowed to soak for at leas! 24 hOUfS before being tCSted. 
D uring the cutting opef:ltion the green blocks ';I.'ere kepI from drying on 
the surface by using a small brush to wet them periodiGllly with distilled water. 
As Staled previously a constant room tempcr:ifurc W:I.S desirable for stability 
of the dynamometer. This was also dcsinble to minimize rempcf:lture effect on 
the propertics of the wood during cutting . II constant tempcr:lturcc of 15"-80" F 
was maintained for all tCSts. 
Interpretive T echniques 
Obstrt'alioll of Chip Form41ioll 
A stereoscopic microscope w~s used to observe lJl the cutting opcl'J(iom un· 
less motion pictures '\llere raken. Much of the action was repet itious. allowing 
ample opportunity to nOte the way in which the cell structure WlS deformed. 
Even so, it wu difficult to observe rhe sever:.tl actions taking place simuh:l.ne· 
ousty. The motion pinures WeTe rdied upon to record the changcs for more de· 
tailed Study. Motion pictures C:l.n be run forward and backward to observe points 
o f interest. Individual motion picrure ff:lmcs were enlarged. MC:l.suremcnts made 
on thes~ prints established angles of anion or points of stnin in various stages 
of chip development. 
OUi/lograpb R«Qrd 
Th~ tnce of the oscillogf:lph was variable due to the change of the ';I.·ood 
struCture which the knife encountered as it :.tdvanced in the cut. This vari:l.bility 
poses :I. problem in determining what part of the tr:l.ce kt represents the CUlling 
action for the purpose o f comparison of cutting conditions. 
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In rhe first series of force measuremenrs, in which cottonwood Wl S cur 
parallel to [he ring, [he maximum of the tuce W25 arbitrarily chosen to rep-
resent both components Fa and Fp. This method was uu:d by Franz (10) :and 
Nakamun. (21). 
During lheK first studies wi th cottonwood, the point of wood failure re-
sulting in veneer checks waS observed and marked on the chart with the marker 
stylus. Fn was ::l.t a muimum at the dmc of wood failure. Fp W15 usually but 
not always rru.ximum :u this point. Therefore, in the remaining swdies 1 point 
of maximum Fn W2S chc«n to represent the condition when the knife W1S un· 
der maximum suess just prior to wood fai lure in the formation of a vene("r 
check. The poim On Ihc F. trace which was direcdy opposite this maximum Fa 
was considered moSt represen~tive of the component F~. 
Fig. 15 shows a portion of a chut for each of the three species CUt. Li nes 
added to the chan (Fig. 15A) indicate how the quantides Fn and Fp were deter· 
mined. The aHOW P, points to the maximum of the F~ rnce and p~ indiares 
the marching point directly opposite. F'. and F'p lUe the measurements made on 
the ch:m. These were converted into quantities for F. and Fp by applying an 
appropriate conversion factor, depending upon the attenuator setting of the reo 
corder. 
rn choosing point P" the beginning and the terminus of the cut were 
avoided. At the start of the trace a maximum often occurred before the knife 
was fully into the Cut. This was a point of interest but was considered arypial 
as there was not a full development of the chip. At the end of the cut the wood 
was not well supported and abnormal cutting conditions resulted. 
h is realized that there is considerable personal judgement needed in ob· 
taining data from these records. An anempt was made to minimize human bias 
by reducing this judgement 10 a simple choice of the maximum in the centr:al 
two- thirds of the trace. 
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Fig. l~-A, I!. portion of {hc oscillograph rccord for , up pinc showing how for(CS 2rc 
dctcrmincd. 8, Cottonwood.. C, Silver maple. 
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Sampling Methods 
The depth of cut I" for most tests, was varied in sequence from 0.01 to 
0.0' inch at intervals of 0.01 inch. This will be refecred to as a thickness series. 
For the testing of sharpness. a special series of 0.02 to 0.04 inch with intervals 
of 0.00' inch was used. Some observational and photographic studies were done 
at grealer depths of CUL In all cases, cuts in :.l thickness series were made in 
s~ucnce rather than randomized. This minimized the effect of variation in chip 
dlkkness which might result from movement of the block or knife. The tend-
ency for variation in thickness increases with increasing depth of (ur; thus, there 
is less discrepancy when going from a 0.04- to a O.O,· inch cut in series than 
when going directly from a 0.01· to a O.05·inch cut as might occur in random 
sampling. 
Two methods of sampling were used in this study. T hey differed in sample 
size, the angle at which the cuning plane passed lhrough the growth ring. and 
the deannce. 
M ethod A 
In the initial studies with cottonwood, end·matched blocks were tested with 
a zero dearance angle; the cutting plane was oriented paralld to the growth 
ring. Seven thickness series wen: cur from each of cwo blocks: making 14 series 
for each variable tested. The average included the cutting fnrce for both spring' 
wood and summerwood. This gave considenble variation due to the differences 
In wood SIf\lCtUre. 
M ethod B 
To gain more coorro1 over variation due to differences in wood structure 
and permit a reduction in sample size, subsequent tests were made with the 
cutting plane passing through the growth ring at an angle (Fig. 16A). In this 
way, the knife passes through both springwood and summerwood for every cue. 
Three repliCltions of the thickness series were CUt from a single end·matched 
block for each variable tested. A 30·minute clearance angle was used for rea· 
sons which will be given when discussing resulcs. ~ 
Choice of the direction in which the knife moves from springwood to sum-
merwood at the ringline is based on experience with lorn grain. Observation of 
cutting showed more tendency for the springwood to pull away from the sum-
merwood at the ringline when cutting in the direCtion shown in Fig. 16B. Lutz 
(1~) obs(ned this when cutting commercial veneer. 
Both a 1 and a \-1 inch width of CUt, w, were used on the assumption that ., 
the cutting force varied directly ""'ith the width of cut (II, 22). All results of 
the force measurements ue reported as pounds per inch width of cut. 
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Fig. 16-Direction of cut: A , Cutting from $pringwood to summerwood n the ring. 
line. B, CUlting from summerwood to springwood It {he ringline. 
Chapter V 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Cutting Geometry and Wood Properties 
This series of resTS was designed to determine the effects of knife angles and 
chip thickness on cutting forces and deformation of the wood struCture for three 
species of wood above the filxr s2tuI'laion poim. 
FORCE COMPONENTS D EFINED 
Before examining rhe test resuits, the components of the curring force need 
defining. As shown in Fig. 2, the forces mCllsured in this study were those panl. 
lei and normal to the cutting plane. Further considerat ion leads to the coo· 
clusion that these forces can be resolved into eomponents which ale attributed 
to the rompression forces on the face and back of the knife, and to Ihe frictional 
forces resulting therefrom. It is not intended to represent the magnitude o f 
these focces at this time, but only to indie2te the componentS which m:ly occur. 
T hese are illustrated in Fig. 17 and defined in the following paragraph. 
N I-Normal force on the nce of the knife. 
FI- Frictional force resulting from N,. 
N~-Normal force on the back of the knife. 
F~-Fricriona.! force resulting from N b. 
F,,-Severance force ; that force required for the cutting edge to penetrate the 
cell walls. 
F. r- That part of F. whieh results from forces acting on the face of the knife. 
F.b- That part of F. whieh results from forces acting on the back of the knife. 
Fat-That part of F. whieh resuits from forces acting on the face of the knife. 
F "b-That pan: of F" which results from forces acting on the back of the knife. 
R,-Resulunt of the force components acting on the face of the knife. 
Rb-Resultant of rhe force components acting on the back of the knife. 
R- Tom resulWlt of all (orce eomponents acting on the knife. 
• 
- - - '""'------"=--..:....., 
• 
Fp 
R 
Fpb 
Fig. 17-Rduionship of force components dc6ned in {he {ext. 
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INITIAL TESTS WITH GREEN COTTON\I:rOOD 
The inilial tests with green cottonwood employed Sampling Method A, 
with the plane of the cut pHallel to rhe growth rings, as previously described. 
The sample material ~,'as not from the same source as later series. The growth 
rate was five ring5 per inch with a specific gravity of 0.45, volume when green. 
Using a zero clearance angle, five knives with nominal sharpness angle of 15 to 
35 degrees at intervals of 5 degrees were employed with the corresponding cU[· 
ring angles r.mging from n to 55 degrees. The exact knife angles used are in-
dicated on the graph of the results shown in Fig. 18. Table 1 shows the data 
from which the curves w~e constructed. Each value is an average of 14 CUts. 
Of interest at this point are rhe curves for the normal cutting force, Fn. 
TABLE 1 
RELATIONSHIP OF KNIFE ANGLES AND DEPTH OF CUT TO THE NORMAL AND 
PARALLEL FORCE COMPONENTS FOR COTTONWOOD ABOVE THE 
FIBER SATURATION POINT, USING SAMPLING METHOD A 
15° 45' 
26' 
26' 
30° 30' 
350 20' 
CUtting 
angle 
74° 15' 
"" 
.. ' 
59° 30' 
54° 40' 
~. 
Fp 
F. 
Fp 
F. 
Fp 
F. 
~ 
Fp 
C UARANCE ANGLE EFFECf 
-1.4 -4.9 -7.5 -9.4 _12.0 
10.2 12.0 14. 9 17.0 19.6 
-1.5 _4.5 _7.0 -9.2 -11.2 
9.7 11.9 14.7 17.6 20.3 
_1.5 
-3.8 _6. 4 _8. 6 - 10.8 
8.8 12.0 15.4 18.4 20.9 
-0.8 -3.0 -5.3 _7 .4 _10.6 
10.9 14.6 18.1 21.3 26. 3 
-0.2 -2.8 _4. 8 _6.8 _ 9.4 
10.3 15. 5 19.9 23.8 28.7 
It is clear rhat for these large CUtting angles the normal force component is 
negative in irs direction. H owever, when the curves for Fn arc extended, as 
shown by the broken line, they interseCt the ordinate axis somewhat above the 
origin. Although this broken line is not a represent'ol.don of the experimental 
curve which would result from making continu'ol.lIy rhinner cutS below 0.01 in., 
the intersect indicates a positive force Fnb which opposes Fnf to r~duce the 
magnitude of Fn. The presen<c of the component Fnb was attributed to a nega-
tive clearance, possibly due to error in the setting of the zero c1eannce angle. 
The clearance angle was therefore retested by using the paraffin techni9ue de-
scribed under the discussion of ~xperimenta l methods. The zero setting was be· 
lieved to be conect. 
, 
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Using a conStant (uning ~ngle of 60 degrees, the e!feces of zero, 5. and l~· 
degree clearance angles were 1eseed. Results (Table 2 and Fig. 19) give evidence 
that a definite clearance: angle eiimin;.ucs the positive component Fob because 
the curves pass through the origin. This substantiates the belief [har the positive 
factor Ffto at zero depth of cut for zero clearance is due to compression under 
the hick of the knife, The discrepancy of an apparcnr compressive force between 
the back of the knjfe and the workpiece with zcro clearance was resolved b)' 
observ;Hion of the cuning action. 
TABLE 2 
THE EFFECT OF CLEARANCE ANGLE ON THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE 
NORMAL AND PARALLEL FORCE COMPONENTS TO THE DEPTH OF 
CUT IN COTTONWOOD ABOVE THE FIBER SA TURA TION POINT 
Pounds per Inch width of cut 
0' 30° 30' 59° SO' Fo -0.8 -3.0 -5.3 - 7.4 -10.6 
~ 10.9 14.6 18.1 21.3 26.3 4° 30' 25° 30' 50' -2.7 -5. 7 -8.6 -11.3 - 14.0 0 
F, , .. 13.5 17.4 21.4 25.5 
14° 15' 15° 45' 50' Fo -3.2 -6. 5 -9.1 _11. 4 _14.1 
Fp ,., 14.1 18.3 21.8 25.8 
As the depth of cuc is reduced, che l\lck of suppon from above the cuccing 
plane allows cells which \lre compressed ae the cuning edge co be curned down· 
ward slightly. After severance occurs; these cells are held in comprosion under 
the back of che knife as shown in Fig. 20. This condition will be referred {Q as 
pmlfionegaf;w dMTana. 
A rounding of che cutting edge, due co wear or che method of sharpening. 
has the action of a microscopic back bevd which contributes co the formation 
of chis pseudonegadvc clearance effect. 
As shown, a large enough clearance angle wirh \l sharp knife eliminates the 
pseudonegative clearance. However, this presents difficulties if a n·degree angle 
is to be used. It is not easy to produce and maintain the cutting edge on a knife 
with a sh\lrpness angle of less than 15 degrees. If the sharpness angle is to be 
kepr brge, it is necessary to use a clearance angle as dose to zero as feasible. To 
sHisfy these limitations and still minimi2C the pseudonegarive clearance, a 30· 
minute clearance angle was used in subsequent cutting series. 
PRINCIPAL CUTTING TESTS 
The principal series of tes ts to determine the effen of knife angles and chip 
thickness were curied OUt using Sampling Method B. Sugar pine, cottonwood, 
and silver maple above the fiber satur\ltion point were tested with the sC<juence 
of cutting angles and the series of chip thicknesses that were used in the initial 
testing of cottonwood. The constant clearance angle of 30 minutes was used to 
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fig . 19-Effea of deanru::e mgle: on tbe: cutting forces. foL'(c: componentS f. and f , 
ploued againu depth of CUt t, for tbree: clearance: angles )' of zero, 4" 30', ll\d 14° n' 
with 3 constant cutting angle: 0; of 60' ± 3-(1' for cottonwood cur by sampling meth· 
od A. 
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Fig. 20-Compression of cells under Ihe edge of the knife due to pseudonegative 
deanna. 
minimize the pseudonegative clearance effect, as discussed in the previous section. 
The specific gravity lnd growth r~He of the woods were: 
Specific gravity. GrOWth rate 
Green volume rungs per inch 
Sugar pine 0,39 
" 
Cottonwood 0.43 3 
Silver maple 0.41 • 
• Based on ""endr y weight and gt"een volume. 
These data on growth rates :md specific gravicy arc (0 help Ihe reader visual-
ize the wood used. Ir is not intended to indic:.l.tc a relationship between tests. 
As the :.lmoun( of cdl wall substance present varies within rhe ring lnd be· 
twecen rings, there is no :utemp! made co compare results by specific gravity. 
Such ::I. gross average indkacor as the specific gravity of the sample block is not 
an indicator of the cell W111 thickness in any particular part of a ring. Even the 
specific gravity of the chip would not be adequate, since the cell wall structure 
differs within the chip. 
Results . of the principal cutting series :are summ:arized in Table 3. The dar:a 
represent the :avenge m:aximum v:alue of Fn and the matching value of F. for 
each condition tested. 
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TABLE 3 
RELATIONSHIP OF KNIFE ANGLES AND DEPTI~~H~O~Fr~CU~T'i.T~O~T~H~Ef~N~ORMA~';;i;:L AND PARALLEL FOR 
AND SILVER 
COTTal'"WOOD 
,,0 74° 30' Fo -4.5 -8.8 -11.6 -13.6 - 15.4 
F, 8.8 12.3 18.1 18.2 19.9 
,,0 69° 30' Fo -3.2 - 7.5 -10.7 -11 .8 -13.7 
F, '.5 14.0 18.3 21.0 23.0 
,,0 64°30 Fo -2.6 _5.9 - 8.6 _10.7 - 13.2 
F, 11.1 16.9 22.2 25.0 27. 0 
30° 30' ,,0 Fo -3.2 _7.2 -10.7 - 13. 0 -14.5 
F, 12.0 19. 3 25.3 28.3 31.7 
35° 10' 54° 20' Fo _2.2 -5.8 - 8.8 - 11.4 _14. 1 
F, 15.1 22. 1 27.2 31.6 36.3 
SILVER MAPLE 
,,0 140 30' Fo -4.1 -8.4 -12.4 -16.4 -19.7 
20° ~ 10.5 14.3 18.3 22.4 26.5 69° 30' -3.4 -7. 7 -12.2 - 15.6 _19 .1 0 
F, 12.5 16.8 23.8 28. 3 33.4 
25° 64° 30' Fo -3.8 -6.5 - 9.9 -13.8 - 16.8 
F, 13.5 19.8 26. 3 30. 2 33.0 
30° 30' ,,0 Fo _2.7 -5.8 - 8.8 - 11.8 - 14.8 
F, 12.8 18.1 24.0 28.2 31. 8 
35° 10' ,,0 20' Fo _2.7 -5.3 - 8.3 _11.6 - 13.5 
F, 13.5 18.7 23.8 30.1 35. 4 
SUGAR PINE !I 
20° 69° 30' Fo -0.6 - 2.1 - 3.7 - 5.0 . 6. 3 
F, ' .3 10.2 1l. 5 13.6 15.1 
25° 64° 30' Fo -1.5 -4~5 - 6.1 - 7.5 - 9.3 
F, 9.5 9.6 10. 9 12. 3 15.0 
30°30' ,,0 Fo .0.7 - 2.8 - 4.2 - 5.7 - 7.5 
~ 9.2 11.2 13.0 15.3 17.3 35° 10' 54° 20' _0.2 _2.5 _ 4.2 - 5.8 - 7.2 0 
F, '.3 10.8 12.7 15.4 16.4 
!! Results lor 150 knife omitted due to error caused by defective knile. 
Figs. 21, 22, and 23 show the trend for variation of cutting force with depth 
of CUt while Figs. 24, 25, and 26 illus trate the change of cutting fo rce with 
cutting angle. 
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Fig. 24-Relationship of parallel force component F. lnd normal fQ(ce component Fo 
to cutting :Ingle for five depth of CUI in cottonwood. 
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Fig. 2'-Rel~cionship of pan,lIel force component F, ~nd nornul force component FA 
to cutting mgle for five depth of CUt in silver maple. 
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Fig. 26-R.dationship of paralld force component F, and normal force component F~ 
to cutting angle for five depth of cut in sugal pine. 
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The vuiadon of cutting force and depth of cut approxim:lte5 :l stf:l.ight line 
for [he smaller depth of cue. This tendency for a linear relationship is even 
more evi<ltnt in Figs. IS and 19 of Ihc initial cottonwood studies. The app2tcm 
lack of curvature in the graph for the inirial cottonwood 5tudies is at least partly 
due to sampling method. Since: sampling method A includes CUtS in both spring-
wood :lnd summerwood, the results rc:prescn{ :tn avenge for the wood. In the 
prindPlI cutting testS, wilh the: CUI plSs ing through thc dense'S! p;trt of rhe ring, 
the curves represent maximum forces. 
The results for cotconwood have thc greateSt {coden'}' to dc:viuc from a 
straight line when thc [nrc:c woods for :1 cuning !Inglc of 70 degrees arc com-
pared as in Fig. 27. At smaller cutcing angles there is also a brlOl.k in the curves 
fot silver maple (Fig. 22). Observuion of the chip form:uion indicates thai the 
deviation from the linear reladonship in these cases coincides with thc develop-
mcnt of wood failure at or behind the cuning edge. 
When (he curves for Fp are extrapolated (0 zero depth of CUt, they tend to 
converge on a common intercept of betWeen) and 7 pounds foru per inch 
width of CUt. This may be considered to represcnt the 6ber SCV<:r:lnce force, F .... 
necessary for the cutring edge to separate or penetrate the cells in the cuTting 
phne. 
The broken line is nOt intended to represent the experimental curve as the 
depth of cut approadles zero. As the depth of cut is reduced below 0.01 inch 1 
point is rt:iched when the rela tionship deviates from a straight line due to a 
change in the mechanics of chip formadon pardy due to pseudone811tive clear· 
ance. The extrapobtion to a depth of CUt of zero is only a means of determining 
the conStant F.tctor for the Straight line ponion of the curves, When F ~b is elimi· 
nared. by sufficient deal"V\cc angle, this may be expressed by the formula: 
F. = Fpl + Fp. = k, t, + F~. 
Fp , being the approxim:uely constant sever:ancc force and k ,• the deformation 
f.lC!or dependent upOn the cutting :angle :and properties of the wood being cut. 
This agrees with the 6ndings of Kivimaa (11). 
The variation of the cutting forces with depth of CUt is compared for spring. 
wood and summerwood of cottonwood in Table 4 and Figure 28. The rise of 
TABLE 4 
THE EFFE CT OF SPRINGYlOOD AND SUMME RWOOD ON THE RELATIONSHIP 
OF THE NORMAL AND PARALLEL FoRCE COMPONENTS TO THE DEPTH 
OF CUT iN COTTONWOOD, ABOVE THE FIBER SA TURA n ON POD-iT 
(cutting angle 69° 30'; clearance angle, 30') 
Spr lngwood F, -0.3 _2.5 3.' '.3 5.0 Fp ", 10.0 12.7 15.7 16. 7 
SuIIllne rwooo F, -3.2 -7.5 10.7 11.8 13.7 
Fp ••• 14. 0 18.3 21.0 23.0 
~ 
U 
• o 
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Fig. 27- Comparison of co(!onwood, si lver m2p1e, and su~r pine. Puallcl force com· 
ponent Fo and normal force componem F. plofted againsi: depth of CUt at cutting 
angle (I :: 69° 30'; sharpness angle P :: 20', and cJe-arance y:: 30'. 
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Fig. 28-Comparison of (he Cl,I(!ing forces in $pringwood :lnd summerwood for (Qt-
ronwood. Panllel force component F~;md normal fOf(e component Fo plolted 19ainst 
depth of cut with cucring 1Jlgle a:::: 69" ~O', sh:a.rpness angle f3 = 20", and d=ce 
angle y = 30', 
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the curvc at O.Ol ·inch dcpth of CUT in the springwood was due TO the pseudo-
negative cie:lrance effeee which rcsulTed from the ease with which the spring-
wood cclls were deformed at the cutting edge. T~ increased resistance to sever-
ance caused by this condition will be more evident when the sharpness effeee is 
discussed. 
Observation Study 
Previous fund amental $(udies of cutting action (6, 10,17) , both in meal 
and in wood, have defined distinCT chip types according to the kind of fa ilure 
which occurred at or ahead of the cutting edge. The observat ions made in this 
study show it is difficult to classify veneer by type. Any attempt to do so shows 
that thcre arc nor only different kinds of fii lure, bur also a combination of these 
fail ures. Therefore, in this discussion only {he basic form of the chip, to be 
callc<i ((Jl/linubW wnur, will be defined. The types and combination of wood 
nilute will {hen be considcred with fespeC{ to their effect upon (he veneer 
formation. 
CONTINUOUS VENEER. FORMA nON 
Continuous veneer will be considered a sheet of wood. in which the original 
structure is not visibly ruptured by {he cuning process. Th is can be accomp-
lished for the h ege cutting anglcs without a nosebar by using a sharp knife and 
a small thickness of CUt :tS in Fig. 30"". The only fuprure in such a cut is the 
continual sevennce or separation of the cells at the cutting edge. This produces 
relatively smooth unbroken surncC5 on both sides of the cur. 
Fig. 29 illustntes deformation of the wood StruCture during formation of 
continuous veneer. These enlargemenes were made from a motion picture which 
recorded the stare of a CU{ in green cottonwood. As the cells in the cu{ting 
plane are severed or separated by the cutting edge, those JUSt above mUSt change 
direction if they arc to move up the face of {he knife. T his relative movement 
perpendicular to the cutting plane is rC5isted by wood StruCture above. The cells 
at the face of the knife arc compressed (Fig. 29A). T he compression increases 
npidly, causing frictional resistance as these cells move up the knife and aw:ty 
from the cutting edge. When the distance from the cuuing edge is great enough, 
a point of maximwn prC5sure is reached. Further increase is relieved by the bend. 
ing of the veneer. T his caneilever beam action produces a maximum moment 
over the cutting edge (Fig. 29 B to D). T he rotation of the wood structure 
causC5 a visible compression strain on The tOp or faft of the veneer and a less 
evident tension strain on the knife side or bade of the veneer. Figs. 29A and D 
illustrate this point. In both pictures the numhcrc<i lines pass through the same 
points of the wood anatomy. The change of distance between lines fot the two 
stages of the cut indicate the areas of tension and compression parallel to the 
surace of the venccr. 
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Fig. 29- The start of 1 CUt in couonwood. The lines dnwn on (A) . od (0 ) show ,he 
same poi11!s in 'he wood srruClure for ,he fWO S{1ges of {he CUI; f, = o.m in.o (I = 
6-1 0 , {3 = 2~·, Y = \ 0 , 
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Fig ,O-Effect of depth of CUt on deformation of tbe wood struCture; IX - 6~ o, {3 _ 
,,045', Y ::: 9° 15': A, t , = 0.02 in. B, I, ::: 0.04 in. C, t, ::: 0.06 in. 
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DEPTH OF CUT EFFECT 
Variation of depth of cur within th~ limits of these experiments appe2tS to 
have no significant effect upon the form of the continuous veneer chip. Fig. ~ 
shows evidence.' of incr~ in the amount of strain as the depth of CUt increases, 
but the genenl pattern of Ihc smin is unchanged. 
An in([c~sc in the resist:lncc (0 dcRe<rion with an increase in the thickness 
of the veneer chip causes an increase of the compressive and frictional forces at 
the flce of the knife behind the cUHing edge. The poim of maximum deforma-
tion due [0 dlC resultant of these forces moves further up the knife as the depth of 
cut increases. The 10000Ilzed plastic dcformadon of the cells lppears to incre:uc 
the allowable {cnsilt- strain perpendicular to the resultant cutting force. A shor 
pbn~ t~nds to fo rm bct9.'cm this lOOlliz~d compre5sion 1nd th~ wood StrUCture 
abov~ (Fig. 308 and C). Judging by th~ d~formation of the cdls, it is c1ar that 
fo r a O.()6..inch depth of CUt the point of maximum compression is le5s than 
0.0' inch from the CUlling edge. 
Th~ compressive strain at the point of d~fI~Ction on the face of the v~neer 
shows tittle change in the amount of deformation with the variation in depth 
of CUt. For the thin veneer chip in Fig. 30A the strain necessary to permit rora-
tion of the wood structure is mostly in compression at th~ fac~ of the v~neer 
with the center of rotation at or nar th~ cutting edge. As the depth of cut be-
comes greater. the localized densification at the ddle<tion point on the veneer 
face docs not appear to increase proportionally. Instead, the added Stress is re-
lieved by smin in tension or shear in th~ vicinity of the cuning edge. As men-
tioned, li n~s of shear strain hav~ formed approximately para.l1d to th~ cutting 
plane behind th~ cutting edge in Figs. 308 and C. 
It is ~vident that the localized deformation in compression, both on th~ 
face of the "eneer and JUSt behind the cutting edge, act together to rdi~ve the 
tension str~ss at or just ahead of the cutting edge. It therefore would follow 
that any condition which aided the deformation of th~ wood struCture in com-
pression without equally reducing the t~nsile or shear strength, would increas~ 
the possibility of continuous '·eneer formation. 
As the depth of cut increases, a limit is reached beyond which th~ stresses 
exceed {he strength of the 9.'ood in tension or in shear and rupture occurs. This 
limiting depth of cut varies with the wood properties, moisture content, and 
cutting angle. 
RuP'TUR.£ WHEN CUTI1NG P ARAffIN 
As an auxilliuy study of failure development, paraffin was photographed 
when using cuning anglcs of ,:5 and n degrees. For these conditions twO dif-
ferent types of rupture were observed as in Fig. 31 and 32. Besides the severance 
of the p:lraffin at the cutting edge, the comprcssion JUSt behind the cutting edge 
produced a periodic she~t failure for the :55-degree cutting angle shown in Fig. 
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Fig. 'l-Sbe:;tr £:iilure in pardlin; a "" HO 20', P = ,,0 10', Y = 30', t\ "" 0.0' in. 
31. The chip, wben scp2rated from the workpiece, moves in tbe dircction sbown 
by tbe arrow in the lower right hand fnme of Fig. 31. This chip formation is 
similar co chac found when cutting metal (6) . A somewhat similar formation 
w:l.S described by Franz (10) when cucting wood parallel co the grain wich small 
cutting angles. This failure type was not found ac any time in this study. 
A totally different chip type occurred for a cutting angle of n degrees (Fig. 
32). Following rupture, the relative movement of this chip with respect to the 
M ISSOURI AGRICULTU RAL EXPER IMENT STATION 
Fig. 32-Faihm: in paraffin which approximares rhe pattern of tensioo check forma-
. . __ ~ ,0 ,n • , . (LOO 10 W<.><.Kl ,'eneer; (t = 7 }(), j.J = I' , 'f = 30. r, = 0.05 m. 
workpiece is opposite to that observed for rhe "-degree cutting lngle. This is 
indicated by the u rows in the lowcr right hlnd framc of Fig. )2. 
There mly be somc <juc:slion whcthcr thc ilucr type of flilu re is due to 
formation of 1 shelf slip pll0e or to tension fail ure followed by 1 shear move· 
ment. Thc author believes rhis to be primarily 1 tension failure resulting from 
a combinltion of tension and shear stresscs. It can be seen thlt the shear failure 
RESEARCH BULLETIN 744 
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in Fig. 31 is the complete development of ~ slip plane which gradually becomes 
more pronounced as the knife advances in the cut. In Fig. 32 the failure line 
develops gradually; the part close to the knife edge widens as the fai lure con-
tinues to elongate. There is not a pronounced widening of the rupture since the 
compression causing the tension stresses would be relieved by very little strain 
beyond the elastic limit. Paraffin, being somewhat plastic in compression, would 
be expected to show Iitde recovery of compressive strain. 
Close inspection of Fig. 32A shows the failure starts up from the cutting 
edge at an angle of approximately 45 degrees co the cutting pbne for a short 
distance and then curves to approach a direction parallel co the cutting plane. 
As the knife advances (Fig. 32B) the failure reverses its curvature upward to ap-
proach a direction perpendicular to the cutting phne. This sinusoidal path of 
the failure is also evident in the previous check. 
As the knife conrinues in the CUt, paraffin severed from the workpiece forms 
~ small lip becween the failure and the knife. This lip closely follows the part of 
the chip above, but is rotated about a point close to the cutting phne, while 
the chip above the failure, pivots about a point closer to the top of the work-
piece. T his difference in the cenrers of rotation for the tWO pans of the chip 
accounts for the relative shear movement of the surface above and below the 
failure line, as the old ~nd new section of the chip move up the knife. 
The poinr of interest in this formation of failure in paraffin is the similarity 
between the development of the rupture shown in Fig. 32 md that observed 
during the formation of veneer. 
RUPTURE WHEN CUTTING \'<'ooD VENEER 
Three types of rupture development were noted in this study. These were 
formed individually or in combinations, depending upon the CUtting geometry 
and the wood properties. For the purposes of discussion these rupture types 
have been defined as : (1) tension check, (2) shear check, and (3) compression 
tearing. All may contribute to the formation of what is known as "knife check" 
or "bahe check" in veneer cutting. 
Trmion Clmks 
In the typical tension check formation, a short rupture opens guickly as in 
Figs. 33,34, and 35. The start of the check is at an angle co the cutcing plane 
with the appearance of being a rupture in tension which results from a combina· 
tion of tension and shear stresses, at the cutting edge. 
Figs. 33 and 34 show a change in direction of the failure much like that 
described for paraffin in Fig. 32. The initial short rupture develops at an angle 
of 30 to 45 degrees co the cutting plane, and then changes direCtion to form a 
smaller angle with the rutting plane as in 33B and 34B. After this slight change 
in direction, the failure then turns upward until it approaches a direction per-
,6 M1SSOUlt.I AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Fig. ~3-DeveJopm~n[ of a tension check in sugar pine; 
t , = 0.097 in. 
a =68°, fJ "" 21°, 'Y - I' , 
R ESEA RCH B ULLETIN 744 
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f ig. H-Developmem ofrt:nsion check in silver m.ple; I, _ 1.2~ in., knife micro-
sharpened as (D) in f ig. 63 .nd Ttble 6. 
" 
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pendicular to the cuning plane. This sinusoidal appn,nnce of the ruplure C'ln 
also be secn in (he dose-up picrure of veneer cutting reported by Fleischer (9) . 
The tension check in sugar pine differs slightly from that observed in the 
h:l.fdwoods. The hilure changes direction suddenly with the final rupture follow-
ing a n y, as seen in Figs. 33 and 39. 
The change of direction of (he (ension check is anributed to a change in 
the magnitude of the componentS of force contributing to the tensi le Stress 
causing the &ilure. This will be considered fu rther when discussing the uresses 
in veneer formarion. 
Sbtnr Ch«h 
It h:ls previously been pointed OUt that :l shear phne may develop behind 
the cutting edge between the point of m:lximum compression and the wood 
structure above. This W:.l.S evident for cottonwood in Figs. 30B :md C. It C1n :lIsa 
be seen for si lver maple in Fig. 36. The sheu str:lin does not always develop 
into rupture; if it docs, the ruprure may go undete<:ted when there is no sepal"1l-
tion of the structure in the field of view. 
This type failure W:lS more frequent at the'S and 6O-degree cutting :lnglcs. 
The condition conducive to its development appc:lred to be the presence of a 
large compressive strain behind the cutting edge as in cottonwood. Shear checks 
were seldom observed in sU82r pine. 
, ,,~ , , 
/' \ 
I. 
, 
\ . , , f • • ..l.i. __ 
. L • • 
FiR. 36-Shear &ilure developed behind the cutting edgt: in silver maple ; a ::: )4 ' 20', 
fJ = 3" to', 't = 30', r, = 0.05 in. 
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The devc:lopmem of rupture of the type in Fig. 37 is indefinite. The initial 
failure circled h)' rhe dash line in B gives the impression of being due to rupture 
in shear. However, Ihc cells between it and rhe cuning edge are in tension in 
the gener:li direCtion ~hown b), {he arrow in C. Shear movement is in the gener-
al direCtion of the half arrow or more parallel to the cutting plane ~! the poin[ 
of rupture ahead of the knife. Whether the initial rupture is shear or tension 
failure, it is apparently due co combined shear and tension stresses which [ColCn 
a maximum betwe<fl the position of the knife in A and B. 
ComprnsilJ/I Tearillg 
In the weak springwood of cottonwood and sugar pine there is less tend· 
enc~ for the development of tension checks. Unless the knife is sharp. hO"'·('"I.·er. 
d~m:lge TO the surface of the veneer will be caused by colllprtSJioll tel/rillg as seen 
in Fig. 38. In sugar pine, even the sharpest knife will produce this type offail-
ure occasionall,.. When cuning such flexible wood structure, the cells in fronr 
of the cutting edge are under reduced tension perpendicular TO the cutting plane. 
This lesscns the lendency for the cells TO nil individually due 10 localized Stress 
concentrarion when contacted by the cutting edge. Instead. the cells wrap around 
the knife edge and resist severance by dislributing the stress over a larger area 
such thaI the friction reduces the stress concentration at the ultimate cutting 
edge As a resule. the cells arc compressed ahead of the knife until sufficient 
force is developed for scverance 10 take pl.1.Ce. This resistance 10 the movement 
of the cells produces a tension above and below and slightly behind the cutting 
edge. If resistance to severance is great enough this tension Stress (;luses rupture 
such as the ones in Fig. 35A, 41 A, and 42 B. As the rupture enlarges it usually 
follows a curved path to approach a direction parallel TO the cutting plane. As a 
result, a group of cells are peeled out of the veneer surface. The degree of rough-
ness of the surnee depends upon the depth 10 which this compression tearing 
develops. The large fallure shown in Fig. 38 would impart a very rough broken 
appearance ro the venccr. In such cases it is difficult 10 classify the failure. 
There is considerable inrergrading between what might be considered a 
typical tension check and compression tearing. Some tension checks apparendy 
start with failure which is, or closely approaches, this condition described as 
compression tearing. The connection can be seen between the direnion of the 
development of rupture in compression tear ing and the initial stages of some 
tension checks which follow a somewhat sinusoidal curvature as previously de-
scribed. This is compatible with the observation that rupture appears ro result 
from shear Stresses caused in paft by the cutting edge resisting the movement of 
the wood paSt the knife. In orher words, the initiation of the failure is at least 
panly dependent upon compression at the curting edge (resistance to severance). 
If so. a sharp knife could be expected to reduce the tendency for check forma-
tion. These tests show some evidence that this is the case. However, as the 
depths of cur wete small, no general conclusions should be considered at rhis 
time. 
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Fig. 38-Developmcm of (Ompression tearing in sugar pinc; a = 64°. f3 _ 2~·, Y -
IO,t, = 0.o, io. 
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Fig. 39-Ddormadon of the wood structure of sugar pine by a cutting angle of 54° 
20'; f3 ""- 35° 10', Y = 3o', t, 0::: 0,0' in. A , Immediately before the check stans. B, 
Initi:il &ilure. C, Further opening of rhe check accompanied by the formation of com· 
pression tearing below the knife edge. 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL E XPERIMENT STATION 
Fig. 39 shows the typical tension check may be followd by the develop-
ment of compression leuing. This is dependent upon knife sh:.lrpness :.lnd the 
physic:.ll properties of the wood. When a tension check has formed, the knife, 
in effect, SUrtS into a very small depth of cut. If sevennce at the cutting edge 
were to continue uninterrupted, ehe check would closc up when the cutting 
stresses were relieved. The cells in Ihe cutting pbne, ho ..... 'CVet, :.l.fe not suppom:d 
by wood Structure :.lbovc. This lack of tension perpendicular to the cutting planc 
m:.lkcs sevennce difficult. The cells offer little resist:.l.nce to comprenion by Ihe 
cutting edge. As :.l result, compression taring develops concurrently with the 
tension check. 
It can be seen that compression tearing is the major cause of rough veneer 
surface. 
CUTrING ANGLE E FFECT 
Variation of the cutting :.lngle h:.ls a pronounced effect upon deformarion 
of the wood StruCture in chip formation. In Figs. 39 and 40, Ihe diffetence ap-
pears to be one of amount rather than type of chip forrn:.ltion. 
The obvious reduction in stnin with the IHger cutting :.lngle indicates the 
desir:ability of grinding the knife to a minimum :.lngle eOffip:.itible with the sharp-
ening procedure and the forces on the cutting edge. One limil:uion is the in-
_sing tendency to overhat the cutling edge :.lnd dnw the temper :.lS the grind-
ing angle is redued. Another eonsidef:.l.tion is the Strength of the edge neces-
sary fOf the type of wood being cut. 
f ig. 4O- Deformation of the wood sttucture of sugar pine by a culting :.lngle of 74° 
~O', fJ = 15°, Y = 30', I, = 0.05 in. 
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Fig. 41-Geometrical relationships in the onhogonaJ cutting of veneer when using the 
double surhced nosebar. 
In these tests it was difiiult to maintain a satisfaCtory cutting edge at a I~· 
degree sharpness angle. T he edge was easily bent over, creating a condition 
which produced much poorer cuning results than a knife dulled to a rounded 
edge by metal wearing away. 
The microshatpening technique (12) was inveStigated to provide a sturdy 
cutting edge while maintaining the desi rable n·degree cutting angle. Results 
will be discussed in the section on sharpness. 
NOSE BAR ACTION 
There is a genenl belief that the nosebar reduces formation of lathe checks 
by dir«r compression of the wood between itself and the knife. This appe:an 
to be only pan of the ution. Fig. 42 shows a stepwise increase in compression 
of sugar pine by varying the veneer thickness while keeping the hori~ontal nose· 
bar opening at a constant 0.05 inch. There is a pronounced compression parallel 
to the cutting plane in from of the nosebar. If the nosebar is properly placed, 
this prtcomprtu;on assists rhe rot·iuion of the wood structure abovc the cutting 
edge. This lowers the neutral axis to reduce the tension stress acting panllel to 
66 MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT ST,-mON 
(he back of the: veneer. When cutting greaeer thicknesses, the precompression is 
not sufficiently effenive in depth to prevenr the stan of hthe checks, but will 
reduce the: depth to which the checks form. 
In attempting to prevent lathe: checks, increased nosc:bar pressure beyond a 
critical point will produce ovc:rcompression as shown in Fig. 42C. This perman-
enr deformation of the wood struccure reduces the thickness of the veneer, as 
evidenced by the crooked ray StrUCture. 
Another defect resulting from overcompression is shown in Fig. 43A. The 
combined force of the nosebar and the knife edge p.ualJel to the cutting plane 
causes tension failure under the knife edge. The checks arc formed in th e: face 
of the veneer yet to be cut. 
The conventionaJ solid nosehar allows a sudden release of pressure ~hind 
the point of maximum compression as shown in Fig. 43B. This results in a 
shearing acrion which causes failure on the face of the veneer. In some cases 
these checks may have been started by the compression teating at t he knife dur-
ing the previous cut. The sudden release of pressure ~hind the nosebar tends 
to open such failures and enlarge them. This increases the roughness of the 
veneer face. 
To prevent tearing due to the sudden release of compression, an experi-
mental double-surfaced nosebar based on the work of Voskresenskij (26) was 
tested (:see Figs. 41 and 6B). Fig. 44 iIIustr:ltes the cutting action. Initially the 
back surface of the noscbar was set parallel to the face of the knife. The distance 
between the nosebar and knife when measured perpendicular to the face of the 
knife was the SlIme as the horizontal opening h. A high resistance to movement 
of the veneer was observed, even at relatively low nosebar compressions. This 
resulted in a failure below the knife edge similar to that shown in Fig. 43A. A 
slight evidence of this failure is present in Fig. 44. To reduce the resistance to 
veneer movemenr, without changing the horizontal or vertical opening, a dear-
ance angle, qJ (Fig. 41), of approximately 4 degrees was used. This allowed a 
gradual re lease of compression with very satisfactory results. 
Besides conrroll ing the release of compression, the pressure of the back sur-
face of the double-surfaced nosebar assisrs the rotation of the wood structure. 
This, in combination with an increase of friction ~tWeen the veneer and the 
knife face, reduces rhe tension strain evident on the back of the veneer. The 
added frictional force allows a lower percenrage nosroar compression than would 
~ needed to obtain the same effect with a nosebar of conventional design. 
The main disadvantage of the double-surfaced nosebar is the precision re-
quired in its adjustment. From what has been said, it can be seen that the angle 
and the distance berween the knife and the back surface of the bar are critical. 
Although the tests with the double-surfaced nosebar were limited in scope, 
the results indicate it adds sufficient control of the veneer cutting process to 
justify additional investigation. 
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Fig. 42-Nosc:bar 1Cdon when cutfing 5u811r pine; IX '" 68°, P = 21 °, Y '" 1·, v = 
0.01 in., h = 0.05 in., t, was varied to change noselnt compression: A., t, = 0.055 in., 
comprC$sion = 9 percent. B, t, = 0.06 in., comptession = 11 percent. C, I, :c 0.01 
in., comptC$sion = 29 percenl. 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL ExPERIMENT STATION 
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Fig, 43-A, Failure Illlder the knife due to overcomptession in silver maple; 01 = 68°, 
f3 = 21", Y = I", v = 0.03 in" h = O,O~ in., t, = 0.07 in., compression = 29 per_ 
cent. B, Opening of failures due to sudden release of pressure behind the conventional 
solid nose bat; 01 = 68°, f3 = 21 °, Y ::: 1°, v = 0.02 in., b = O.O~ in., compression 
= 17 percent. 
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Fig. 44-Acrion of double swf:oced nosebar; a"" 68°, fJ = 21°, -y = 1°, v = 0.01 in., 
h = 0.0'3 in., t, = 0.~8 in.: A, Sugar pine. B, Cottonwood. 
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Sharpness Effect 
These tests were designed. to determine the effeCt of knife sharpness on the 
severance force and the deformation of the wood. Structure II [he edge of the 
knife. There were two series of testS made. The firSt was to establish a basis for 
standardizing the sharpening procedure prior to the initial testing of green cot-
tonwood. The second, made in conjunction with the principal cuning tests, was 
to funher determine the effect of sharpening methods or cutting edge wear on 
the forces and failure which occurred. at the cutting edge. and to determine the 
type of veneer surface which results. 
FOrfe M eaSllremellls 
FIRST T EST SERIES 
For the first tests, three knives with a classified sharpness were used to cut 
S(ries of 0.01 to 0.05 inch depths of CUt in green cottonwood. The cutting plane 
was parallel co the growth rings as in sampling method A. The knives tested 
h~d a 25-degree sharpness ~ngle, zero clearance anglc. and 6,-degree cutting 
anglc. Based on measurementS made with a profilometer. all three knives were 
prepared with the face polished to the s~me fine finish of ~ppro:.:imately , micro· 
inches RMS. This w~s produced on an Arkansas stone. The back of each knife 
was honed with a different grade of stone such that the back bevels had sc~tches 
generally perpendicular to the cutting edge and of different coarseness. Any wire 
edge produced during sharpening was carefully removed by using the Arkans~s 
stone on the face side of the knife. 
Table: 5 indicates the knives by number. The stone used to produce the 
finish on the b~ck bevel is listed. The surf~ce finish in microinches RMS was 
determined by using a profilometer with the stylus rnovemefU perpendicular to 
the sharpening scratches. 
Each knife edge <;I,'as tested by the plastic strip sharpness test described pre-
viously. The average pounds of force rC<:juired to break the \4-inch wide plastic 
strip ~re listed in the table. 
Table' also gives the average maximum force component parallel to the 
cutting plane for each knife tested. Fig. 4~ depicts variations of Fp with depth 
of cut for the three sharpening conditions. 
There is little difference betv,·een the cutting edges produced by these three 
sharpening methods. This agrees with the plastic snip test (Table: ~). These 
tests indicated that knives carefully sharpened on an Arkansas stone will give 
conStant sharpness effecr. 
Experience demonstfllCcd the need for considerable care to avoid producing 
a delicate wire edge which may bend over in cutting, giving the effe<t of a very 
dull knife. 
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Fig. 4'-Comparative shnpness of knives No. '. 14, and 3, described in Table ,. Re-
Juionship of the pal'll.lld force component F~, 10 depth of CUt for conSl'll.nt knife angles 
with cOllonwood. 
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TABLE 5 
THE EFFECT OF KNIFE SHARPNESS ON THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE 
PARALLEL FORCE COMPONEJI."T TO THE DEPTH OF CUT IN SUGAR 
PINE, SILVER MAPLE ABOVE THE FIBER 
POI'" 
Plastic Finish 
Knife stri? o! 
face back 
Pounds per Ineb width Of C\lt 
sampling method A 
COttonwOOd 
5 3.2 5 Fine Fine 
14 3.2 5 Fine Medium 
=3==~3.~1==='==iF1ne coa~'~'~'=====~==~==~ 
5F •. I • Fl., Fine 12.9 14,3 15.6 17,5 ,E 2.2 10 Medium MediuDl 12.2 14.3 15.6 16.9 
ISB 3.' 20 Coarse COliu'se 14.6 15.8 17.7 18.6 1<e 
••• • DJlled by use 19.3 20.8 22.0 22.' Silver mIlple 
5F 3.1 • FlM FI,,, 13.5 15.2 17. 1 16.4 ,E 2.2 10 Medium Medium 13.9 15.6 17.5 19.' 
ISB 3.' 20 Coarse Coane 16.7 18.3 20.8 22.8 
1<e ••• • Dulled by use 26.4 29.2 29.5 32.6 
sugar pine 
5F 3.1 • FlM FIM '-' '.3 ••• 10.6 6" 2.2 10 Medium Medium 1.' '.3 9.' 10.6 
ISB 3.' 20 Coarse Coarse 12.5 12.9 15.2 15.2 
1<e '.6 • Dulled by use 18.0 16.4 19.6 20.7 
16.6 
19.1 
20.7 
18.0 
18.8 
19.4 
23.2 
19.6 
20.6 
2<5 
32.8 
10.8 
11.4 
17.1 
20.1 
17 Pounds forces required to cause fallure of a pla:ltlc test strip U described in 
the text. 
2 / Root-mean-square rOllghness measured by moving the stylus of the 
y profllometer perpendicular to the sharpening scratches. Fine • Arkansas hard stone 
Medillnl • Silicon Carbide stone of approximately 280 grit. 
Coane • Silicon Carbide stone d. approximately 100 grit. 
DWled by use • Sharp knife used to cut 100 feet of sycamore and 
500 fe et of oak sbavlng5 When cutting air_dry wood 
parallel to the grain. 
SECOND TEST SERIES 
Green sugar pine, cottonwood, and silver maple were used in a second 
series of sharpness tests. The cutting plane was at an angle to the growth rings 
:l.S in sampling method B. Three replications of a special thickness series of 
0,020 to 0.04{) inch at intervals of 0.00' inch were CUt for e:l.ch sharpness condi-
tion. Three knives were sharpened with a graduating series of grit sizes (Table 
• 
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' ). The front and back of anyone kni fe W2S sh2rpened with the same grit size 
so the scratches intersecting at the cutting edge were of the same avenge size:. 
This would produce a somewhar differem ultimale cutting edge compared to 
the sharpening method of the first series of sharpness tests. 
Aho included in this test was a knife which was carefully sharpened and 
then dulled by cutting approximately 100 feet of sycamore Shavings and )00 
feet of oak shavings, planing panlld to the gl'i1in .... ith the wood at 10 ~rcem 
moisture content. 
Table' summarizes rhe sharpening condi tions for each knife and gives its 
classification by the plastic Strip sharpness test. 
To show the characteristics of the cutting edge, photomicrographs were: 
raken of the knife from three different aspects: (1) a phne view of the back, 
(2) a plane view of the front, (~) an edge view, as previously described under 
the section of sharpening methods. T he photomicrognphs arc shown in Figs. 46, 
47,48 and 49. 
The relationship of the force component Fp to the depth of CUt for e:Kh 
knife is shown in Figs. '0, H, and ~2. Data from which these curves .... ere: 
dl'i1wn afe in Table ,. Because a single maximum for the CUt was erratic with 
the dull knives, a median of the high pointS for the cut was estimated and used 
for the comparison of sharpness. This gives slightly lower forces than in pre-
VIOUS tests. 
The roughness of the surfaces generated by the 0.020 and O.O~)·inch dcpch 
of cur is illustrated in Figs. Hand '4. These matched surfaces were photo-
graphed while illuminated by a constant low angle incident light projected 
through a slit to accentuate the irregularities. The techni<jue was similar to the 
hrgh-lis.~~hod described by Elmendorf and Vaughm (3). 
Resul ts of the force masuremems show a relativdy consunt slope for the 
different knives. This indicates there is little difference in the force required to 
deform the chip behind the cutting edge. The forces For and Fol may therefore 
be considered independent of the chancteriuics of the ultimate cutting edge. 
The difference ill magnitude which is relatively constant between any two 
curves is artributed to the variation of the sevecanec: force F p. aCting panlld to 
the cutting plane. 
There is all evident greate r effect of dulling on severance forces in silver 
maplc than in cottonwood 01 sugar pine. Of the three woods, sugar pine is most 
sensitive to the coarsely sharpened knife 13B . 
Of panicular interest is the observation that knife 6E appears to have ap-
proximately the ume sevennce force as the supposedly sharper knife 'F. Re· 
sulu of the plastic Strip sharpness tests in Table' show knife 6E to be sharper. 
T his was at first thought 10 be an erroneous result. However, the force meas· 
urements mentioned above and the study of the chip surf:lces in Figs. )3 and 
H indicate knife 6E to be as good or better than , F in its severance q uality. 
" 
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Fig. 46- Knife ,F, hee lnd b~ck finished to , microinches RMS.: A, Edge view. B, 
Back side, C, Face side. 
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Fig. 47-Knife 6£, fICe :utd b~ck finished ro 10 microinches RMS.; A, Edge view, B, 
BlCk side, C, Fue side. 
76 
FiB_ -III- Knife U B, &ce and Mek finished to l() mkroinches RHS: A. Eels<" view. B. 
Back side, C, f ace side. 
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Fig. <19- Knire !.\C, hce and ~dc finished '[0 ~ microinches RMS; the c:dge was [hen 
dullc:d by use: A, Edge view. B. Bark $ide. C. Face side. 
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. 05 . M 
Fig. ~l-Compara{ive sharpness of the four knives, No. 5F, 6E, 13B, and 14C, des-
cribed in Table 5. Rebtionship of the parallel force component Fp , to the depth of 
CUt for comt:l.m knife :angles with silver fTllple. 
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Fig. 52-Compantive sharpness of the fOl,lr knives, No. ~F, 6E, BB, and 14C, des-
<ribed in Table , . Rcbrionship of the par:l.!!d force component P" to depth of cut 
for constant knife angles ",ith sug:u pine. 
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SUGAR PINE COTTONWOOD SILVER MAPLE 
I 
'I .,1 . , \ " , 
• 
. \ . " 
Fig. 53-Suruces gcner:aced by an 0.020 in. depth of CUt; (F) The sur&ce of the chip 
which pused over (he face of the knife. (B) The surf1ce of the workpiece which 
pISSed under {he knife. 
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SUGAR PINE COTTONWOOD 
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Fig. '4-Surfa~ generated by an om, in. depth of cut. (F) The S\lrface of the chip 
which paS$ed o"cr the fac.:' of (he knitc. (B) The surlacc: of the workpiC(e which 
passed under the knife. 
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There ~re cwo possible reasons for chis. One is rh~r knife 5F m~y h~ve been 
sharpened to such a fine edge that there was an undectro bending or loss of 
edge in curting. The other possibility is thlt the fine points produced on the 
edge of knifc 6£ by the intersection of the scr:uches on the front and back., gave 
fine poims of stress concentntion against the plastic strip or the delicate cell 
wall of ~ wood such as sugar pine. A.dditional study is needed before drawing 
conclusions. 
Oburl·ational Study 
A study of Ihe CUlling ~ction for Ihe knives in Ihe sharpness resls mlde it 
possible to see how separation of rhe chip from Ihe workpiece wu ~ffected. by 
rhe condition of Ihe cUlring edge. Doubling the magnificHion in cerrlin CllSes 
glve a clearer view of the failure 11 Ihe cuning edge. The srudy of morion 
pictures of the action ~nd general observllion during the cutting operation con-
firmed results of the force mc:l.Suremenrs discussed in the previous section. 
Knives 5F and 6E showed no detcctable difference in curting lction. Borh 
knives severed the cells without ~nerating significant compression of the ~'ood 
structure It the cutting edge. T his is evident in Fig. 55. 
Knife B B hld a definite tendency to compress the cells lheld of it and 
show poor severance chlraCteristics. This frequently resulted in compression 
tearing; plrriculariy in sug;u pine lnd cottonwood 1$ shown in Figs. ,611. and 
56B. 
-
Fig. ~5-Shup knife ~F cutting sugar pine:. 
84 MiSSOURI AGRIC ULTUR AL EXPERIMENT STATION 
Fig_ '6~Compression roring due to resiSr.l.nce to severance. A , Knife 13B in sugar 
pine_ 8, Knife BB in cottonwood. C, Knife 14C in <ortonwood. 
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Knife 14C showed evidence of its dull condidon by developing a continual 
series of pronounced compression teatings as in Fig. 56C, and lS previously 
shown in Fig. 3S. 
For the duller knives, the resistlnce to severance results in the cells wrap-
ping themselves around the edge of the knife. This may be looked upon as l 
gross shelr strain with the compressed cells being put in tension and then 
rupturing slightly behind the cutting edge. This same action on l smaller scale 
is evident above the cuning plane of l shup knife in Fig. '7. 
Somewhat different from this is the development of fine failure cracks 
(Fig. 58A) extending from the cutting edge to the upper left where they con-
nect wah the two celled pore multiple. These irregular lines of &ilurc open up 
in Fig. 58C to give the lppelrance of a smlll compression telf. In this case, ll-
though the fai lure appeared to hlve originltcd behind the cutting edge, it WlS 
l ctually initiated as the fine fai lure cflcks which develo~ aheld of the cutting 
edge in Fig. 5SA. 
With l shlrp knife, lS in Fig. ", elch cell in the cuning plane lppeltS to 
be compressed individually; and before additional cells lre involved, it flils. 
The movement of cells past the cutting edge would result in l shear action. 
Whether the wall of the individUll cells in the cutting pbne fai ls lS a direct re-
sult of tension or shear cannot be seen at this mlgnification. Some insight into 
this is possible if we can sec where t he failure occurs in the cell wlll. This is 
discussed in the next section. 
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Fig. ~8-Sh:up knife ~F in cottonwood; tension and shar forces produce small failure 
as Start of compression taring just behind rhe cutting edge. 
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Cell Wall Failure 
To determine where the cd! ~!l fails when the:: chip is separated from the 
workpiece, special series of blocks were prepared for the three woods. The CfOSS 
s<:ction was surfaced with a microtome lS in previous {(SIS. Using knife 5F, 
series of chip thicknesses from 0.01 to 0.04 inch were cue. Velocities of 2.~4 and 
10.16 inches per minute were used in different thickness series {O determine lny 
effect of cutting velocity. The cutS were left incomplete so the chip was not 
entirely sep1rated from the workpiece. In this W:ly all cuts wne kept in theif 
proper relationship. 
The cross section surfl(CS we~ examined with a src[<:<>scopic microscope, 
and with :I. Ldtz Qnholux microscope which had Ulrropak illumination. Ie was 
evident that in prepar:aion of the blo(k the (uning of the cross senion surface 
by either the saw or the microtOme knife had caused failure between many cells 
at the middle lamella. This could lead to erroneous conclusions. To eliminate 
this error, the blocks were embedded in paraffin and again surF-ICed. This was 
done by taking chin sections with a shup microtome knife until a depth of 2 
to 3 mm. had been removed. The paraffin was then extncred ~nd rhe blocks 
were examined. Figs. '9, 60, 61, and 62 are samples of the observations made. 
Two types of failure occurred in the cell wall due to severance by the (Ut· 
ting edge: (I) rupture of the cell wall perpendicular to its surface, and (2) 
sepanrion of cells at the middle lamel!a. 
A definite change occurs in the rype of failure in the cell wall of sugu pine 
as the depth of cut is increased from 0.01 to 0.04 inch. Fig. 59A shows results 
of a 0.01 inch depth of cut with a sharp knife. The cells were severed cleanly in 
the path of the CUt. Most of the cells ruptured perpendicular to the wall. When 
the failure occurred along the middle lamella, it was because the path of the 
knife coincided with it. At the 0.04 inch chip thickness ( Fig. 598) a definite 
tearing of the wood structure was noted with considerable separation of cell 
walls at the middle lamella. Both types of failures can be seen together in Fig. 
6OA. 
Fig. 60B shows compression tearing where small gtoUpS of cells pulled out 
of the surface:, which is above the cutting plane. The sepantion in such cases is 
.:llong the middle bmelb. A similar f.:lilure can be seen for silver maple at the 
upper left of Fig. 61A and in Fig. 62A. 
The surface produced by the 0.04 inch depth of CUt in silver maple is shown 
at the top of Fig. 61A. This (Ut is more irreguhr than the surface produced by 
the 0.01 inch depth of CUt just below it. 
As can be seen in Fig. 61 B, (ottonwood showed less difference in roughness 
between the thick and thin chip than sugar pine and silver maple. 
The higher magnificarion views of cottonwood (Fig. 626) had some pointS 
where cells were pulled out of the surface by separation of the middle hmella. 
For the mOSt part, however, the cells whi(h passed under the knife (below the 
cut) gave the appearance of having been sheared off 
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Fig. '9-Cut with sh'-rp knife in sugar pine showing difference in cell failure with 
different depth of cut. (12'X): A, t , = 0.01 in. B, t , = 0.03 in. 
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Fig. 6O-Cut with a sharp knife in sugar pine: A, Showing the two types of cell wall 
f3.ilure. [, ::: 0.Q2 in., (250X). B, Compression tearing with hilute in middle: lamelb, 
I, ::: 0.04 in. (12~X) . 
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Fig. 61-Curs with sharp knife to compa.re regularity of the surface for I, '" 0.01 in. 
and 0.04 in., wi th cut for t, = 0.04 in. at the TOp of etch photograph, (I25X): A, 
Silyer lIl2ple, showing a ditfaence in the regularity of the 5urf2ce for the two CUts. B, 
r . 
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Fig. 62-Curs with sharp knife showing cdl wall failure, (2~OX). A , Silver maplc:, 
[, = 0.04 in. B, Cottonwood, t ,l = 0.01 in. 
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MicfOsharpening 
The microsharpcning method described by Kivim:u (12) allows an increase: 
of the sharpness angle ro produce a srurdier cutting edge without making it 
nect"Ssary to decrc::lse dIe cutting anglc an equal amount. Tests v,'cre made to de-
termine the effeCtiveness of this method and to measure its influence on the 
CUttlng lcnon, 
Fig, 63 shows the geometry of the fou r test knives. Since knives C and D 
were changes made on Knife A, the coefficient of friction on the face am be 
considered constant. The micro back bevel of 0.02 mm. widTh was produced by 
lightly honing the back of The knife with a hard Arkansas stone whi le it was 
held at ~n exaCT honing angle by the sharpening jig. The light honing did nor 
tend ro produce a wire edge. To eliminate all possibility of wire edge develop-
ment. the face lnd back were honed alternately a few light strokes at a time; 
the face was honed with the Stone in a flat posi tion. 
Results nf these tests art given in Table 6 WiTh the resulting curves in Figs. 
64 through 66. Microscopic examinltion of these knives showed that they had 
the same snarp edge as knife ~F in Fig. 46. 
Note the cutcing action in Fig. 67 shows practically no compression ahead 
of the cutring edge of the microsharpened knife, The lack of compression tear' 
ing resulted in veneer surbces as good or better than th05e for knives 5F and 6E 
in Figs. 53 lnd 54. Silver maple was cut particularly smooth by the micro-
Sharpened knivcs. 
During the cut it was noticed that a depress ion of cells under the micro bevel 
appeared to incrc::lse the tension on the cells in froor of the cutting edge. This 
tension due to dcfl<xtion by bOTh the face and back of the knife appears to aid 
rhe severance action. 
The force measuremeors indiclted that microsharpening reduced the sever· 
ance force Fo •. To determine this. the forces on kni fe A were compared with 
Those on knife C or D. The severance force for knife A can be esti mated by 
extrapolation from the curves in Figs. 21 and 23, Then the force For can be de· 
termined from the formula: 
Fo=For+F,. 
As component Fo " is zero for this knife: 
Fn = For 
The cutting angle and coefficient of fdction of rhe face are constant for 
knives A, C, and D ( Fig. 63). It can therefore be assumed thaT F. r and For do 
not change betWeen knives. 
When considering the microsharpened knives, the components FOb and FDb 
mUSt be considered, The relationship for knives C and D would be: 
Fp = F.r + FOb + Fo. 
Fn=For +Fnb 
If For and Fn r from knife A, and F. and Fn for knife C or D are known the 
quantities ( FOb + F • • ) and Fob can be calculated. T his is illustrated by gro-
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Fig. 63- Knife geometry for microsbupening t~{': .If and B, Rcgulu shupening. 
C md D, Microsharpening. 
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TABLE 6 
COMPARISON OF MICRCEiHARPENlNG TO REGULAR SHARPENn'lG BY THEm 
EFFECT ON THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE NORMAL AND PARALLEL 
FORCE COMPONENTS TO DEPTH OF CUT IN SA TURA TED SUGAR 
PINE, COTTONWOOD, AND SILVER MAPLE 
CUtting slilirpness Grinaing Clearance angles 
angle angle angle Primary Secondary 
""., X • P' 1" y' A 740 30' 15° 150 30' 30' 
B 690 30' 20' 20' 30' 30' 
C 740 30' 20' ", ~4° 30' 30' 
D 740 30' 25' ", ~9° 30' 30' 
Depth Of cut, (inches) 
""., Vector 0.0 1 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 
pounds per Inch width of cut 
COTTONWOOD 
A F, -4.5 -6.6 -11.6 - 13.6 -15.4 
F, 8,9 12.3 16.1 18.2 19.9 
B F, -3.2 _7.5 - 10.7 _11.8 _13. 7 
F, 9.5 14. 0 18.3 21.0 no 
c F, 0.3 -4.3 ~ 7.8 _10.5 _14.1 
F, 7.2 12.0 13.9 18.1 20.6 
D F, ' ,8 1,0 - 2.3 - 6.1 - 8.1 
F, 8,8 10.5 12. 8 15.2 18.6 
SILVER MApLE 
A F, _4.1 -8. 4 _12 .4 - 16.5 -19.7 
F, 10.5 14.3 18.3 22.4 26.5 
B F, -3.4 - 7.7 ~12.2 - 15.6 -19.1 
F, IV .. 16. 8 23.8 28.3 33.4 
C F, 0.6 -4. 9 - 8. 1 - 10.8 -13.6 
F, 9. ' 11.9 15.4 17.9 20.0 
D F, 20. 3 2.3 - 3.2 _ 7.0 _10.5 
F, 18.0 15.6 17.8 21.5 23.S 
SUGAR PINE 
B F, .0.6 -2.1 - 3.7 - 5.0 - 6.3 
F, 9.3 10. 2 11. 6 13.6 15.1 
C F, 
'" 
-1.0 - 2.8 - 3.8 - 6.0 
Fp 8,2 8.7 10.6 11.4 12.7 
D F, 5,0 2.3 0.8 - 2.3 - 3.5 
F, 9,3 10.0 10.8 12.5 12.7 
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Fig. 67-Mkrosharpened knives as deswbed in T2ble 6 and shown in Fig. 6,: A, 
Knife C in 5Ugu pine, B, Knife D in .cottonwood. 
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metric construction in Fig. 68 for an 0.03 inch depth of CUt in cottonwood. If 
the assumed COnStant condition for FOI and F'I is correct, the severance force Fo. 
has been reduced considerably. 
The mictoshatpening method incre~ ses the mength of the cutting edge by 
increasing the sharpness angle. At the same lime the cutting angle can be nuxi-
mum to increase the possibility of producing continuous veneer. The stresses on 
the knife arc more balanced by Fn approaching zero. The parallel force com-
ponent F p is reduced such that less powet is required for the cutting action. The 
m.icrosharpcning technique will also produce a very sharp knife with a minimum 
tendency for the formation of a delicate wire edge; such an edge can be very 
troublesome. 
There is an obvious need for a moce complete srudy of this sharpening 
method. 
Friction Test 
To determine if slight v:uiations of surface toughness of the knife face 
could signifiClintly affect the results of the fOfce measurements, a special test of 
friction was carried out. Two silver maple blocks were prepared, as closely 
matched as possible longitudinally, each containing the same rings. For one, a 
series of 17 CUts of O.03-inch. depth were made with knife ,p (which was used in 
the sharpness study). The surface finish on the face of this knife was approxi. 
mately 5 microinches RMS with the scratches mnning perpendicular ro the CUt· 
ting edge. 
The surface finish of the knife was then changed both in roughness and di· 
rection of the sharpening scratches. Using a course stone while carefully pro-
lecting the cutdng edge, a surface finish of approximately 25 microinches RMS 
was produced to within 0.5 mm. of the cutting edge. These tough scratches 
made by the course stone were aligned p:araIJeJ to the cutting edge. 
Using this knife, a duplicate series of 17 cuts was rhen made in the matched 
block. The results arc in Table 7: 
TABLE 7 
E FFECT OF SURPACE FINISH OF THE KNIFE FACE ON CUTTING FORCES 
Surface finish Average 
"" .. 
micr Oinr7es 
RMS 1 
powlds per Inch 
Width of cut 
Fp F • 
OF 5 15. 2 
••• 
SF_X 2sY 16.6 10_2 
1/ Root.mean_square rougbness measured by moving the stylus of the profilo· 
meter perpendicular to the sharpness scratches. 
Y To within O. S mm. of the cutting edge. 
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D ifferences orbolh Fp :tnd Fn arc signinC'Jnt at rhe I pcrcl:nt level. The 
:amount of difference would inlrooucc l 9 percent error in (he !'\."l\ulu o f rl" HolI.'· 
ever, such a relatively sm:all amount uf change for rhe brse diflcn:ncc in surface 
finish indic:.ucs that the error due to slight dilrcr~'lIn's in roughness of knives 
used in Ihis swdy is small for surfaces whkh arc o.~ mm. or mure from rhe 
cuning ~gc:. 
Vu iations of Veneer T hickness 
A controlled res t W;IS mlde to determine rhe C.lUSI: lnd :lmOl,lm of variation 
in chip thickness. II series o f 0.02 to 0.04 inch CUI'; Were' made ;It imc'rv;lls of 
om inch in cottonwood \vith l cutting angle of 65 dC,ltfl"t:S. 
The relative pruicion of rhc lOp of (he workpk'\:c (blllll ) W;lS indi(;l(l-d by a 
d ial micrometer after C2(h CUI. In this w:I)' any v~riari(ln of Ih.· <kplh of CUt due 
to movement of the knife or block cou ld be determined. The devi:llion from 
the zero position when :added to the mlchine setting for depth of CUI I, gave a 
corrected depth of CUt r,. T he difference bctwt-cll th is ~nJ the llwasurl-d thick-
ness t. of the freshl), CU t chip, showed rhe plrt of the chip thicknt:ss which was 
due to deformation of the wood structure CAUsed by dle cutting action. This 
(t2 - t' ,) w~s between 0.001 and 0.002 inch. whik the variation due to movt-
ment o f the knife or workpiece (r', - t, ) W:\S with few exceptions less than 
0.()(x)5 inch for these tests. Error in the dlt~ due Co this source is approx im:accly 
I pe1cem. 
The p:an: of Ihe chip thickness due to def(\rm~tion of the wnod structure is 
ltlributed to generated roughness of rhe SUrfAce. which has ix"Cn discussed pre· 
viously. There ~pf'Cllrs to be no rhickn(>sS increase J ue 1<1 dcfonn:llinn in shear as 
described for metal curting (5). 
No study WlS made on the effecl of the noseb:lt on ch ip thickness at th is 
ume. 
Aecur.lCY of Measurements 
The dynamometer lnd recording e<juipment worked satisf2ctorily with no 
signific:ant error within the nnge in which they were used. 
The knife was ~n important possible source of error. Can· tlken in the 
sharpening procedure successfully minimized errors in the princip:al cutting tests 
except fOf the 15-degree sharpness :lOglc in sugar pine. T he result for this knife 
was deleted from the data bec1use discrepancies attributed to :,i slight bending of 
the cutting edge, producing a pseudoneg:u ive clearance effect. A hck of :ade-
q lU.te m:ltched s~mple material prevented a repea t of the tCSt. 
For the initill cottonwood study ( Fig. 18). the difference in the intercept 
gives the appearance of being due to difference in lenife sharpness. When cor-
rected for this, difference. the p:altem of rhe curves more closely approaches the 
results for cottonwood in the principal CUtting tests ( Fig. 21). 
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The effect of any possible v:.uiation in the surface finish on the knife face 
was shown to be considered negligible. Variation of depth of cut compared to 
the machine setting also was tOO small to affect the results significantly. 
Main source of variation in the data '\I:::I.S differences in the sample material. 
Variability due to differences both between rings and within the ring was un-
avoidable when cutting parallel to the rings. Use of a sample size of 14 CutS for 
each condition tested in the initial cottonwood study was an attempt to reduce 
the effect of this variability by approaching a large sample size. Further testing 
showed it was more practical to keep sampling small and reduce the variation by 
dose matching of the test blocks. Having each CUt pass through the ringline 
(Fig. 16A) greatly reduced the vatiability within the ring. Only differences be-
tween rings remained. This was much less than differences within the ring for 
cottOnwood. 
Variability of the data incre:.sed with an increase in depth of CUt. With few 
exceptions, the deviation of measurementS from the me:.n was between 0 and 2 
pounds for forces of 30 to 40 pounds. For the objectives of this study it was 
considered (hu this relatively small variation indicated that special statistical 
treatment beyond the calculation of the mean would add linle of value for the 
objectives of this study. 
Stresses at Knife Edge 
The results show that the mechanism of veneer formation is complex. The 
continually changing conditions complicate analysis. Obvious localized areas of 
plastic deformation in compression make any attempt at a mathematical treat-
mem difficult. This precludes min application of the theory of elasticity. How-
ever, the strains and failures visible in the photographs afford some conclusions 
concerning the general stress patterns. 
Stress components acting in the vicinity of the cutting edge are expressed 
diagramatically in Fig. 69. As shown previously in Fig. 17 the compression N, 
normal to the face of the knife, produces friction F, which resists the movcment 
of the veneer up the knife. Stress due to the resultant force R can be resolved 
inro compressive stress components C, and C~, acting in the direction of the x 
and y axes. The tension suess T" produced by the moment M, is opposed by 
the compressive stress C,. As the wood is not severed ahead of the cutting edge, 
compressive stress C2 produces tension Stress T •. The compression C, which 
actS an the cutting plane immediately ahead of the cutting edge, is considered 
to be the severance force. The magnitude of these suess componenrs depends 
upon the Strength of the wood, veneer thickness, cutting angle, knife sharpness, 
and the frictional resistance at the face of the knife. 
It is evident in Fig. 69A that a poinr at or JUSt above the cutting edge is in 
a shear stress field due to the abru pt change of stresses. The resulting shear 
stresses in the xy plane arc shown in Fig. 69B as acting on the sides of an ele· 
menrary par:alldepiped. Normal Stress o r is equal to the tension T 2. As the 
'" 
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Fig. 69-Estimarcd SU·l'SS palterns for a point ,above the cutting plane at the cutting 
edge as described in the teXt. 
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normll stress 17K is cqull to the differencc betwecn T, lind C" it may represent 
either compression or tension depending up the conditions of the cut 15 they 
lffeet the relative values of T , and C,. Due to CJ , OK is compressive at a point 
directly in front of the cutting edge. 
If, for the above mentioned qualitative shear pattern, 17K is less thln a,. 
the maximum tension stress ClIn be expected to be more thm 4, but less dun 
90 degrees to Ihe cutting plane. This agrees with the genenl direction of prin-
cipal stresses, as estim:lted from the study of the motion pictures. Maximum 
lension T is considered to act perpendicular to the maximum compression 
(m inimum tension) C, and 4, degrees to the maximum shear suess S. This 
suess pattern indicates why the ini ti11 tension flilure in the formation of ten-
sion checks occurred at an angle to the cutting plane rather than panllel to it. 
The change of direction of the tension check as it opens is attributed to a 
ch:mge in the magnitude of the componentS of force contributing to the [C-
sulrlnt maximum tensiJe stress. As the rupture develops, (he decrease of com-
pression C. immediately behind the cutting edge will reduce T •. At the same 
time T , will tend to increase due to the reduction of C, and the increase of the 
lever arm producing moment M. This change of stresses causes the rotation of 
the resultant maximum tensile stress, which lCts incrwingly in 1 direction more 
panllel to the cutting pllne :l.S the bthe check enlarges. 
As the veneer chip passes behind the cutting edge, there is a change of 
stresses. The high compressive stress perpendicular to the face of the knife md 
the tension which results from deflection of the chip :as 1 belm is atimned to 
result in a stress partern l pproximatdy as in Fig. 70A. T he direction of maxi-
mum shear suess is in line with the shear slip planes observed in Fig. 30 lind 36. 
At the cutting edge, just below the cutting piane, the shear stress pattern 
is the reverse of thlt lbove the cutting pl:me. W ith the tension (1, from T, of 
Fig. 69A, the estimated stress plttern which accounts fot the severance of the 
cells is as shown in Fig. 70B. If a, is snull or if a tension Stress is established in 
the x direction due to compression at the cutting edge, the principal stresses 
would be rotated counterclockwise. This is the case when compression tearing 
occurs. The angle of the maximum tension stress u that time would account for 
the tension fiilure just behind the cutting edge as shown in Fig. 56. 
5 
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Fig. 70-Estimated st rC'$,$ patterns: A, At the point of maximum compression behind 
the cUlting edge. B, Below the cutdng plane at the cutting edge. 
depths of CUt wcrc small, no general cundusiuns should be (onsj"h:n:d at this 
ti me. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This research was prompted by the general lack of information about the 
mechanism of veneer formation. The purpose of the study was to determine 
what hap)X':ns at the edge of the knife when cutting wood by the orthogoJUI 
cutting method in the veneer direction. The specific objectives were: (1) to 
measure the forces on the wood, and (2) to observe the deformation of the 
cellular Structure during the formation of the veneer chip from green wood. 
The forces parallel and perpendicular to rhe cutdng plane were measured by a 
strain gage dynamometer while the changes in the wood snUCture were ob-
served through a stereoscopic microscope. Motion pictures were taken of certain 
conditions of sufficient magnification to see and measure strains which occurred 
at or JUSt behind the cutting edge. 
The first series of tests were designed to show the effect of knife angle and 
chip thickness on the cutting forces and deformation of the wood srructure 10 
cottonwood, silver maple, and sugar pine. Chip thicknesses between 0.01 and 
0.05 inch and nominal cutting angles between 55 and 75 degree were used. 
Ar a zero clearance angle there was found to be a pseudonegadve clearance 
effect which complicated the a((urate measurement of the force component act-
ing perpendicular to the cutting plane. The curves for the variation of cuning 
force to depth of cut are almost line:ar up to the poine of wood failure. Byex-
trapolation of the straight line portion of these curves the compressive force in 
the cuning plane directly ahead of the cutting edge (herein called severance 
force) v,'as estimated as being between' and 7 pounds per inch of cutting edge 
for the woods tested when using a sharp knife. 
The distinct difference between species is shown. The cutting properties of 
springwood and summef\\·ood in cottonwood are compared. 
Observational studies led to the conclusion that it is best to define one 
basic chip type produced by severance of cdls by the curting wg<:. &sides the 
basic severance action, three types of rupture which determine quality of the 
cut are defined. Tension check is due to tension stresses resuldng from combina-
don of cantilever beam action, compression JUSt behind the cutting edge, and 
shear stresses caused by the cutdng edge resisting the movement of the wood. 
Shear checks form behind the cutting edge when high compressive stresses com-
bined with resulting friction resist the movement of the chip up the knife. 
Compression tearing was aHributed to a dull knife resisting the movement of 
the wood pa5t the cutting edge. These failures are all closely related and often 
appear in combinations. Which types of failure occur is dependant upon the 
balance of stresses for the particular conditions of the cut. 
The shear check is indistinct and not easily detected. This type failure may 
not always form a complete rupture. The tension check separates the wood 
structure while under Stress, but closes when the stresses are released. Compres-
sion tearing by itself or in combination with tension checks causes disruption of 
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the wood structure by peeling groups of cells out of the veneer surface". The 
(cnSLon ana she:u checks weaken the veneer in tension pcrp<:nd;cular to the 
8m in. The comprcs$ion tearing alone or in combinadon with tension check is 
the main nusc of veneer roughness. 
Depth of CUt has no effect upon the basic chip type. but ;IS the chip thick-
ness increases. there is a shift in {he center of rotuion from tht, (ufCing edge 
toward rhe midpoint of the Chip. 
Decrease in [he tufting angle incre2SCS the nrc of comprtossivc Jcformalion 
behind the cutting roge, and increases rhe tendency to. shear dl<:ck formarion. 
The resulting desirability of a large cutting lingle is clear. However, the diffi· 
culty in maintaining a cutting edge on a knife of small sharpness angle was a 
distinct problem. 
By compressing th~ surfac~ of the wood in a direcrion p3ulld to the CUt-
ring plane, the solid rype nosebar was $~n to 15sist the rot:nion uf the wood 
structure be~n rhe nosdnr and rhe knife. This reduccs tension suess which 
resuhs from the moment caused by deAection of the chip_ Defects resulting 
from ovet"compression or sudden rele:lse behind the conventional solid nosebr 
are illust tned. An experimenuJ double-surfaced noseb3r proved successful in 
reducing the latter defect by relieving rhe compression slowly as the chip moves 
up rhe face of the knife, The added control of the deAeccion of the chip by this 
nosebar appears to allow the formation of continuous ven<.-er with a lower per-
cenrage compression of the wood. A more thorough study of this type solid 
nosebu design is needed_ 
The effect of knife: sharpness on rhe force component parallel to the cutting 
plane: was tesred. The value of a sharp knife was evidenced by the difference in 
severance force and the observed disruption of cells on the veneer surface due 
to compression rearing by a dull knife. A knife sharpened to a fine edge on an 
Arkansas stone proved to have no better severance characteristics rhan one with 
sharpening scratches perpendicular to the cutting edge produ(ed by a silica car-
bide stone of approximately 280 grit. 
The difference in the appearance of the knife edges tcs ted ue shown by 
photOmicrographs from thref: IlSpecrS. 
At a magnification of '<I X, enlargements from motion pi(tures of conon-
wood showed tension failure of cell walls in what might be considered to rcsuh 
from a gross shearing action. It was also s~n that ruptures which open behind 
the cutting edge may have be<:n staned as hairline fai lures when the cells were 
nill in front of the cutting edge. 
A study of the rUpture of the cell walJs under high magnification using 
U1tropak illumination showed twO types of cell wall failure: (1) (he separation 
of (he cells at the middle lamella, and (2) the ruptute of the wall perpendicular 
to its surface. There is a difference in the failure type with depth of CUt. There 
was also evidence of rupture by shearing action. 
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The microsharpening technique of Kivimaa (12) was tested as a means of 
producing a sturdy cutting tdge co be used wich a large cutting: angle. The brief 
negative clearance of the micro back bevel causes a double deflenion of the 
wood Structure to apparently assis t the severnnce action. The measured reduc-
tion of severance force may reduce wear on the cutting edge. The need for fur-
ther study of this sharpening method is clear. 
In a limited test of friction, a knife face having a fine surface finish was 
roughened by producing course scratches parallel to the cutting edge and to 
within 0.05 mm. of the cUlting edge. The roughening of the face surface re-
sulted in a 9 percent increase in the cutting force parallel to the CUtting plane 
for an 0.03 inch depth of cut. This is considered small for the difference in sur-
face conditions tested. Observation of cutting action showed rh:1.t compression 
of the wood strunure is greatest at a distance from the cutting edge less than 
the chip thickness being cur. Apparently any pronounced effect of frictional 
properties on cutting forces will be within this area just lxhind the cutting edge. 
This is of particul:u concern in sharpening techniques. 
A measurement of veneer thickness showed a slight variation in measured 
thickness from the machine setting. T his difference is attributed to:t minor 
compression rearing causing surf:tce roughness which increases the average thick-
ness measurement. 
Because of the complexity of the ch:tnging conditions at different positions 
about the cutting edge, a mathematical analysis has nOt been attempted. Bya 
searching study of strains visible at the ceHubr level in the enlargements of 
motion pierure frames, the stress patterns about the knife edge have been esti-
mated. 
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